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A coefficient in the general difference equations
Cd total drag coefficient
Cdf friction drag coefficient
Cdp pressure drag coefficient
Cp heat capacity
G convective term normal to grid cell boundary
h nondimensional enthalpy
J Jacobian of transformation
k thermal conductivity





R radius of droplets
Re Reynolds number
5 source term in the finite difference equation for 
general variables d
T nondimensional temperature
u , v nondimensional x and y component of velocities
vr(v0 nondimensional r and 6 component of velocities in 
spherical coordinate 
x,y axial and radial coordinates
Greek
a,(3,y coordinate transformation parameter
nondimensional natural coordinates 
6^,617 finite difference mesh spacing in £ and 17
direction in the transformed plane 
A£,A17 cell boundary sizes in £ and 77 directions in the
transformed plane r effective dd.ffusiv.ity for general variable d
p nondimensional density
p. nondimensional viscosity
t surface shear stress








e,w,n,s control volume faces surrounding point p
E,W,N,S neighboring points surrounding point p





^ angular coordinate in spherical geometry 




An improved numerical method suitable for multidroplet 
calculations has been developed. With this improved method 
the combustion of droplets in a linear array can be 
simulated much more efficiently.
The improved method is first applied to a viscous flow 
heat transfer model. In this model, momentum and heat 
transfer results are obtained for a linear array of an 
arbitrary number of solid spheres at any Reynolds number. 
The accuracy, flexibility and efficiency of the new method 
is shown in this model.
The method is then used to include liquid-phase motion 
and a finite-rate, one-step chemical reaction in the gas 
phase. It is observed that at least four droplets must be 
included to describe completely the combustion behavior in 
a linear array. This results also clearly indicate that an 
evaporation model cannot be used to explain combustion 
behavior.
Finally, the method is applied to the unsteady state 
combustion model in which the full Navier-Stokes equations 
are used. The grid system, droplet size, velocity, and 
spacing are all made time dependent in this model. The 
results show that combustion behavior is similar to 
evaporation behavior at small times. However, as time
increases, the combustion behavior for trailing droplets i 
significantly changed due to an enveloping flame 




The combustion of liquid fuels plays an important role 
in many applications such as diesel engines, gasoline 
engines, gas turbines, incinerators, boilers, and furnaces. 
To increase combustion efficiency and reduce pollution 
generation, it is necessary to understand better the process 
of spray combustion
Many relevant studies have been published in recent 
years. Some of them dealt with the burning of single, 
isolated droplets, and some of them dealt with multisphere 
arrays. The former studies are not practical because real 
spray system cannot be modeled completely by an isolated 
droplet -- interactions between droplets must be considered. 
The latter studies lack details of the combustion process 
because many simplified assumptions are used. Although a 
few were successfully developed, they still have some 
disadvantages, not only because they require much computer 
time and storage, but also because their grid systems are 
not flexible.
We propose here to develop an improved numerical method 
that overcomes some of these disadvantages and makes the 
calculation more efficient as well as more flexible. We will
then use this method to simulate the burning behavior of 
linear droplet arrays as an approximation for spray 
combustion. For convenience, our studies focus on one­
dimensional, linear droplet arrays.
In the method developed here, we carry out the 
calculations one droplet at a time, unlike previous methods 
in which the calculations for the whole domain are done at 
one time. The droplet-by-droplet calculations are based only 
on a unit grid. Therefore, the use of this method for an 
arbitrary number of droplets is more convenient and the 
method is more computationally efficient. These advantages 
will be shown in the following chapters.
Once this approach has been successfully developed, it 
can be applied with little modification to other fields 
where droplet dynamics play an important role, such as 
rainfall and pesticide deposition from serial spraying.
The topics included in this dissertation are as 
follows:
In Chapter 2, a literature review of recent droplet 
combustion work is presented. This review includes studies 
on isolated droplets, droplet arrays and groups, and 
experiments on droplet combustion.
In Chapter 3, our initial work is described in detail, 
including grid generation techniques, coordinate 
transformation methods, the solution procedures for the
numerical scheme SIMPLEM, and initial development work that 
failed. There is much useful information in this chapter for 
anyone intending to develop numerical techniques for droplet 
combustion.
In Chapter 4, the method is successfully applied to the 
calculation of momentum and heat transfer for droplets in a 
linear array.
In Chapter 5, the combustion behavior of droplets with 
internal circulation is presented. The detailed combustion 
behavior of up to five droplets is described. Two reference 
cases are also presented in order to illustrate the effect 
of internal circulation on droplet combustion behavior.
In Chapter 6 , an unsteady state model for combustion is 
presented. In this model, droplet spacing and droplet radii 
for three droplets with internal circulation are made time 
dependent. This model is used to gain further insight into 
real combustion behavior.
In Chapter 7, the numerical work described in earlier 
chapters is summarized to provide a global view of the 
relationships between the numerical models.
In Chapter 8 , some future studies, based on this new 




The scientific literature includes many articles 
directed toward an improved understanding of spray 
combustion. A series of reviews [2.1-2.7] of evaporation 
and combustion include theoretical models and experimental 
techniques for the studies of droplet ignition, combustion 
of stationary droplets, combustion of moving droplets and 
droplet combustion under high pressure.
Because the Navier-Stokes equations are so highly 
nonlinear that the completely exact solution for droplet 
combustion can not yet be effected [2 .8 ], analytical 
techniques can be used to handle only the simplest 
combustion phenomena, such as fuel ignition [2.9] and 
droplet burning rate [2 .1 0 , 2 .1 1 ] including the well-known 
D2-law, or used with simplifying assumptions such as the 
stationary droplet [2.12-2.15] and slowly moving fuel 
droplet [2.16-2.21].
Single Droplets
Single, isolated droplet studies can be found in many 
early works. These studies led to results such as the D2-law
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[2.11]. This law describes the evaporation of a single, 
isolated droplet in a quasi-steady environment. Later, some 
improved models added the effect of droplet heating [2 .2 2 ] 
or a diffusion-limit assumption [2.23-2.25] . Even later, the 
effect of shear stress on the droplet was considered [2.26].
More recent studies that systematically reduce the 
number of simplifying assumptions include unsteady gas-phase 
models [2.27-2.34], finite chemical reactions [2.35-2.39], 
droplet ignition models [2.40], and multicomponent models 
[2,41-2.48].
All of the models mentioned above were cast in a 
spherically symmetric field, and results can be compared 
with the data obtained from isolated droplet experiments, 
because experiments with a single droplet can be done rather 
easily. But a disadvantage of the single droplet models is 
the lack of droplet-droplet interactions, which are 
important in the real combustion processes.
Experimental studies of droplet combustion can be 
technically classified into three major methods: (a) a
single droplet suspended at the thickened end of a 
thermocouple or fine quartz thread, (b) a porous sphere into 
which liquid fuel is fed at a rate which is just enough to 
wet the porous surface to sustain combustion, and (c) free 
droplet techniques.
The suspension technique can be easily set up and 
performed, and detailed microphography can be taken of its 
burning sequence. But it is difficult to suspend a droplet 
much smaller than 1 mm in diameter. This is a serious 
limitation of the technique if the size-dependence of the 
phenomenon of interest is not known.
In experimental investigations that include burning 
droplets suspended from a fire-resistant tip [2.49-2.51] and 
droplets burning under zero-gravity conditions [2.52-2.55], 
the primary measurement is the change of droplet size as a 
function of time. In contract, the porous sphere technique 
provides a truly steady-state combustion process and 
therefore most closely conforms with the steady state 
assumption of the classical D2-Law of droplet combustion. It 
also allows detailed probing of the flame structure, as well 
as measurement of the flame shape, the mass burning rate, 
and various aerodynamic properties. But the drawbacks are 
the excessively large size and the preclusion of observing 
certain transient phenomena which are inherently present 
during droplet combustion [2.49].
Free droplet experiments offer the advantage of small 
size, noninterference a from suspension fiber, and the 
capability of using a wide variety fuel mixtures. A single 
droplet can be produced by suitable generators such as an 
electrostatic atomizer [2.56], a spinning disc atomizer
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[2.57] , or a vibrating tube [2.58] . Since the droplet is not 
stationary, many phenomena and factors, such as trajectory, 
ignition, extinction, fuel vapor accumulation, 
multicomponent fuels, and pressure effects can be obtained.
Other phenomena of single droplet combustion under 
current investigation include soot formation [2.59-2.63], 
liquid phase coking [2.64], droplet extinction [2.65, 2.66], 
and micro-explosions [2.50, 2.57, 2.67-2.69].
Droplet Arrays
There are many droplets burning at the same time when 
spray combustion occurs. Therefore, droplet interaction 
should be considered in any combustion model. However, the 
configuration of real spray combustion is so complicated 
that it is impossible to get a real domain for calculations. 
Instead, a simplified geometric droplet array is used in the 
calculation. This kind of geometric arrangement allows us 
to get information on droplet interactions, but reduces a 
three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional problem.
Some investigators studied a few droplets with absence 
of droplet slip and transient heating [2.70-2.72]. Others 
focused on a potential flow assumption to predict the 
burning rate and flame shape around each droplet [2.73- 
2.75]. One [2.76] worked on a viscous flow at low Reynolds
numbers to supplements those studied at high and 
intermediate Reynolds numbers [2.77, 2.78] .
Only a few studies considered directly two key factors 
of real combustion behavior: droplet-droplet interaction and 
convective flow. Some of them proved the significance of 
interaction between the droplets on heat transfer [2.79, 
2.80]. Furthermore, some models considered unsteady state 
evaporation or combustion [2.81-2.84]. In particular, 
Patnaik's results indicated that "the effect on the 
downstream droplet was small" [2.81]. Raju showed that by 
the time ten percent of the droplets are exhausted, the 
droplet space is reduced to less than two droplet diameters 
because of the drag forces acting on the droplets [2.82], 
Tsai concluded that "for the time interval studied, the 
droplet-droplet interaction does not reduce the burning rate 
of the interacting droplets as originally presumed". [2.83]
The advantages of above models are : 1. they provide 
detailed information and include droplet-droplet 
interaction; and 2 . they are economical and simple.
The early experimental observations for droplet 
interactions were first conducted in the early 1950's 
[2.85]. These experiments studied the combustion of droplets 
suspended from a support in quiescent air at different 
spacings. Several recent papers [2.86, 2.87] have dealt with 
similar experiments, but with the emphasis on droplets
burning in the absence of forced convection or droplets 
burning under forced convection.
With the progress of the droplet-generating techniques, 
experiments were conducted for one [2 .8 8] and two 
dimensional arrays [2.89, 2.90] in which the ignition,
droplet burning rate, and the flame propagation of the 
droplet arrays can were studied. However, in these studies, 
the droplet spacing was fixed. Another technique [2.91], 
using a charging ring and a set of high voltage parallel 
plates, can generate a stream of uniform-sized droplets with 
variable inter-droplet spacings. This technique has been 
used to study droplet trajectory [2.91], droplet-droplet 
interactions [2.92], and soot formation [2.93].
Group Combustion
A logical extension to the study of linear droplet 
arrays is the group combustion model. Bellan and Harstad 
carried out analyses of convective evaporation, turbulence 
effects and combustion in a dense spray [2.94-2.96] . Others 
investigations included spray evaporation [2.97, 2.98],
spray velocity [2.99] spray flame characteristics [2.100- 
2.107], flame prorogation [2.108, 2.109] and spray ignition 
[2.110, 2.111]. Studies on two droplet streams in parallel 
are described in ref. [2.112, 2.113].
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The drawback of numerical studies for group combustion 
include : 1 . droplet-droplet interaction is not significant 
when a dilute spray is assumed; 2 . only quantitative 
understanding of combustion is provided because the Navier- 
Stokes equations are not solved in these models.
Experimental work concerning flame structure, flame 
prorogation, flame stability, droplet size distribution and 
droplet velocity can be found in ref. [2.114-2.123] .
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CHAPTER 3
IN IT IA L  DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
Introduction
Because an analysis that assumes the interaction 
between spheres to be diffusion controlled is inadequate to 
describe the behavior in real combustion systems, models 
that include forced convection were developed by many 
authors. Assuming ideal flow, Umemura et al. [3.1] worked
with bispherical coordinates to calculate the burning rate 
and flame surface shape for two spheres burning in a 
convective flow. A composite, body-fitted grid was proposed 
by Tsai et al. [3.2] to get a more accurate and a more
economical calculation for potential flow. Tal et al. [3.3] 
used a multisphere cylindrical cell model to simulate the 
heat and momentum transfer in a multisphere array. Tsai et 
al. [3.4] used an embedded grid to calculate heat and
momentum transfer for spheres in a linear array in parallel 
convective flow. Their results agreed well with the 
numerical and experimental results in the literature. Tsai 
et al. [3.5] used the same grid to calculate the effect of
sphere-sphere interaction on droplet combustion in 
convective flow, two key factors in the real combustion.
23
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While these studies provided information to help us 
understand the behavior of spray combustion, they have some 
disadvantages; the grids require large aimounts of computer 
time and storage and the computational domain needs to be 
regridded each time a different number of spheres is 
considered.
We have developed an improved numerical method that 
overcomes most of these disadvantages and makes the 
calculations more efficient as well as more flexible.
In the method developed here, we carry out the 
calculations for each sphere, one by one, in contrast to 
other techniques that carry out calculations over the whole 
domain at one time, i.e. we make calculations for many 
spheres based only on a single unit grid. We show that this 
method is not only convenient for an arbitrary number of 
spheres, but that it also offers a significant reduction in 
computational time and storage.
Governing Equations
The configuration of real spray combustion is so 
complicated that it is impossible to establish a real domain 
for detailed calculations. Instead, a geometrically 
simplified sphere array is used in the calculation. Although 
this kind of geometric arrangement reduces a three­
25
dimensional problem to two-dimensional approximation, it 
still provides important information about sphere 
interactions.
A linear array of solid, nonvolatile spheres is 
assumed, as presented in Fig. 3.1. In such an arrangement, 
the governing dimensionless equations for momentum, and 
energy transfer are as follows:
The continuity equation is:
(1 )
The momentum equations are:
For x-component
(ypuv) = - y
For y-component






SIDE VIEW END VIEW
Figure 3.1 Configuration of the multisphere cell.
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The energy equation is:
4- (ypuh) +4- {y?vh) =~r~ C7T {yk¥') +1T {yk¥ ] ] (8:dx dy Rem dx dx ay dy
For simplification, we neglect the viscous dissipation term, 
since the Mach number for the compressible gas flow is much 
less than one.
If we assume that the heat capacity is constant, and 
hence take enthalpy h to be related to temperature T as 
h=CpT, the energy equation can be written as
-|-<ypyr) + -£(ypvr) +i r (y7 ^ - F )] (9:dx dy Rea dx Cp dx dy Cp dy
The following dimensionless variables have been used for 
above equations:
u=u//u/a> v=v//v/„ T=T//T/a, P=p'/p/„u1
h=h' / C'pjr'„ p =p '/p '„ P=W/W- cp=c'p/c'p<0
k=k'/k'„ x =x '/r ' y=y V R 1 i?e„=2i?/u/0Op /„/p/„
Pr„=C’/poo(i/„/k/co Pem=ReJ>z„
Grid System And Numerical Scheme
The primary goal of this study is to provide a useful 
numerical method that includes : 1) computational
efficiency; 2) computational accuracy in the presence of 
large gradients within the computational domain, and 3) the 
flexibility to include an arbitrarily large number of
28
spheres. To reach this goal, the grid system for the 
numerical calculations must be chosen carefully.
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 are the grid systems used by Tal et 
al. [3.3] and Chen et al. [3.6]. Although they provide a 
means to describe the sphere-sphere interactions for multi- 
sphere heat transfer, these grids lack orthogonality of the 
mesh adjacent to the droplet surface. Since the normal 
velocity is proportional to the temperature gradient around 
the droplet surface once evaporation and/or combustion 
occurs, the grid should be fine and orthogonal around the 
droplet surface so that gradients can be calculated 
accurately. The grid systems shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 do 
not provide an easy and accurate calculation of the 
gasification or burning rate.
As an improvement, Launder and Massey [3.7], and 
Pataink [3.8] used an improved grid, as shown in Fig 3.4 and 
3.5, to increase accuracy of calculations around the droplet 
surface. However, the calculations around the intersections 
and the overlapped areas become tedious and complicated. 
Furthermore, accuracy is lost in these regions.
An improved "embedded" grid, see Fig. 3.6, was used by 
Tsai et al. who studied successfully many combustion cases 
[3.2, 3.4, 3.5]. A disadvantage of this grid is that the 
computational domain is restricted to a fixed number of 
droplets. This characteristic is very inconvenient when one
29
Figure 3.2 The non-uniform mesh used by Tal et al..
Figure 3.3 The curvilinear mesh used by Chen and 
Tong.
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Figure 3-4 The composite mesh used by Launder and 
Messey.
Figure 3.6 The embedded mesh used by Tsai et al..
IPH
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needs to carry out calculation for a different number of 
droplets.
In this study, we propose a new method that overcomes 
these disadvantages and makes the calculation more efficient 
as well as more flexible. We apply this useful method to 
simulate the behavior of a droplet array as an approximation 
of the more complicated combustion processes.
Fig. 3.7(a) is the basic unit of the grid; it includes 
53x41 points. Fig. 3.7(b) shows the related computational 
domain. This grid not only provides a fine and orthogonal 
mesh in the vicinity of droplet, which increases calculation 
accuracy, but, as we show below, it also is easily applied 
to an arbitrary number of spheres, which makes the 
calculation flexible.
Transformation of Governing Equations
In our calculations, a control volume method is used 
and a general differential equation is introduced.
^ <ypu4„  . ^ ( y p v * )  . ^ L a y | | , . £ (i y | t )  + sy <io:
For the axial velocity component (u) in the momentum 
equation
4>=u, r=^±- and S= - + viscous terms (11)
Re„ dx
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E A F E
Figure 3.7(a) The physical plane used in the present 
study.
B C
Figure 3.7(b) The computational plane used in the 
present study.
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For the radial velocity component (v) in the momentum 
equation
<b=v, T = - ^  and S= - 4^ + viscous terms (12)i?e„ dy
and for the energy equation
<b=r, r =  2k and 5=0 (13)
R&^Cp
In curvilinear coordinate, we introduce the variables 
£(x,y) and ri(x,y). Thus the system is transformed in terms 
of x and y. Partial derivatives of functions are 
transformed by
4>x = ( y ^ - y ^ / J ,  4>y= (--xn<t>5 +x̂ <j>r))/j- (14)
Equation (10) can be transformed into 
(pyGx<J)) +-Jj- (pyG24>)
=i k [ {Ty/J) +-Jj-[ ̂ y / J) ( y v p ^ )  ] +syJ (15
by using the definitions of
Gi = uy^ - vx, (16.a)
G2 = vx.i - uy4 (16.b)
a=x,2+y»2 (3=x?x,+y^ 7=x{2+y^ (17)
Fig. 3.8 is the typical grid point P enclosed by its 


















Figure 3.8(b) Finite difference grid representation in 
computational plane.
points N, S, E and W. Points n, s, e and w are the control 
volume face points.
Integration of equation (15) over the control volume 
gives:
/(pyGjdn + pyG2<f>d̂ ) = / t (ry/ J) (a<t>5 + p<J)n) dri
B B
+ {Ty/J) (Y<t>n " P4>̂ ) +ffSyJdi,dr\ (18)
R
Equation (18) can be discretized as follow:
(pyG^Atj) 1+ (pyG2<J)Â) s= [{Ty/J) (a<t>€ - P<|)n) atj ] ̂
+ [{Ty/J) (Y<J>n —P<J>5)a£] s + syjA$Af| (19
A power law scheme [3.8] is introduced to get the final 
discretized equation:
Apbp=aA e + aA w+ +As4>S + SyjA? AH
-  [(ry/jopv1!]^ [(ry/J)PV^]” <2°)
where
AE = D eA(\PeJ) + MAX(-Fe, 0) (21)
A W = D WA( |PeJ) +MAX(FW, 0) (22)
A ^ D ^ P e ^ )  +MAX(-Fn,0) (23)
AS = DSA( |Pes|) +MAX(FS, 0) (24)
d s= <4->s<-nbss Ja 3 s
Fe= (pG1ATl)e 
Fw- (P̂ î T)) w 









When the flow field is unknown, the momentum and mass 
conservative equation must be solved. For solving these 
equations, many methods, such as SIMPLE (Semi Implicit 
Method for Pressure Linked Equation [3.8]), SIMPLER (Simple 
Revised [3.8]) and SIMPLEM (Simple-Modified [3.9]), can be 
used to eliminate the possibility of checkerboard pressure 
and velocity fields. In this study, we use SIMPLEM because 
it is superior compared to SIMPLE and SIMPLER in non­
staggered curvilinear coordinates.
Combining the momentum and continuity equations, we 
obtain the following equations:
u=u*+B1{ydp/dZ) +C1(ydp/dy\) (34)
v= v *+B2 (ydp/dZ) +C2 (ydp/dr\) (35)
where
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u* = 2 A uu + S u (36.a) v* = 2 A vv+S'v (36.b)
EWNS EWNS
B± = -y^UriMp (36. c) Cx = y^^ATi M PV (36. d)
B2 =xI)a$ati/Ap (36.e) C2 = -XjA^atiM/ (36. f)
A u =Ai/Ap (36.g) A v = Ai/Ap i=E,W.N,S (36.h)
Integration of the continuity equation, equation (1), over 
the control volume, we get
(pG1yAti)e- (pGjyATi) w + (pG2yA$)n- (pG2yA$)s = 0 (37)
where
Gx = Gi + ( B ^  -£2xn) (y0p/d$) + (qyn -C2xn) (ydp/drj) (38)
G2 =G2’+(C2x{-qyE) (y0p/0ri) + (Bzxi~B1yl) (ydp/dl) (39)
G ^ u ^ - v ’x,, (40)
G2* = v*xl-u*yft (41)
After substituting Gx and G2 in equation (37), we obtain the 
final form of the pressure equation as:
aJ3Pp = asp£+awpw+awpw+asps+jb (42)
where
d.p — ^5 (43.a)
<3B=-(py2B)e(ATl/5$)e (43. jb)
aw=-(py2B) e(AT|/5£) „ (43. c)
aN=~ (py2C)n(A$/8rj)n (43. d)
a3=~ (py2C) s(A$/5r|) s (43.e)
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B = B - f i y /3ri -B2d x / 6ri (43 . f)
C= C2d x / d £  -  C ^ y / d Z  (43 . g)
b= (pG?yAX\) w- (pGiyATi) e+ ( p G j y * l )  s ~ (Pg2Va$)/3+^ 0 (43 . h )
b no= f (y2̂ / ^ )  ] v- [ ( ^ y ^ - ^ n  ( y 2dp / dr \ ) ] e
+ [ ( B ^ - B ^ )  ( y 2d p / d £ ) ] s- [ ( B ^ - B ^ )  (y 2d p / d £ ) ] n (44)
Solution Procedures For SIMPLEM Scheme
The solution procedure of SIMPLEM, when coupled with
the energy equation, is as follows:
(1) Start with assumed values for the fields u, v, P and T.
(2) Calculate the coefficients of the momentum equation and
get u* and v*. Use these values to find G*1 and G% at 
grid nodes. Interpolate linearly to find and G*2 at 
the control volume faces.
(3) Calculate the coefficients of the pressure equation and
solve it to obtain a new pressure field.
(4) Update Gx and G2 at the interfaces using the new
pressure field, and using 1-A£ or I-A77 centered
difference scheme for the pressure gradient.
(5) Use the updated Gx and G2 to recalculate the
coefficients of momentum equation with a 2-A£ or 2 -A77
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centered difference scheme. The momentum equation can 
then be solved to obtain a new velocity field.
(6 ) With the new velocity field, calculate the coefficients 
of the energy equation and solve it to obtain a new 
temperature field.
(7) Use the calculated u, v, P and T as new guess, return
to step 2 , and repeat until a converged solution is
reached.
In these procedures, the tridiagonal matrix algorithm 
(TDMA) is used in step 3 for solving the pressure equation, 
in step 5 for solving the velocity equation, and in step 6 
for solving temperature. For accelerating convergence, 
underrelaxation is needed for these kinds of highly
nonlinear equations. There is no general rule to get an 
optimal underrelaxation factor, as this factor depends on 
the particular grid used and the physical domain simulated. 
It must be determined in each case by trial and error.
Solution Procedures For An Array of Droplets
The procedures for solving the problem are as follows:
1. Make an initial guess for values over the entire
computational domain, i.e. over all droplets.
2. Using the values at the interface between the first and 
second sphere as the boundary conditions, use SIMPLEM
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to solve the governing equations over the unit cell 
(enclosing the first sphere) to obtain updated values.
3. Store the new values for the first sphere.
4. Using the previous values for the interface between
spheres 1 and 2 as the inlet conditions and the current 
values at the interface between spheres 2 and 3 as the 
outlet conditions, using SIMPLEM to solve the governing 
equations over the unit cell (which now encloses sphere 
2 ) to obtain updated values for the points in the unit 
cell around sphere 2 .
5. Store the new values for the second sphere.
6 . Use the same procedures as in step 4 and step 5 for the
rest of spheres to complete one iteration for the 
entire array.
7. Interpolate to get new values at the interface between 
each unit cell.
8 . Repeat step 2 to step 7 as many times as necessary to 
get the converge values.
Results And Discussion
The development effort of this method included three
periods. In each period, we observed the temperature
contours to judge if the method was correct. If the contours
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were unreasonable or strange, we stopped the run. Roughly- 
divided, the three periods were as follows.
1. First period:
Because the droplets are calculated one by one, the 
boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet are different 
for each droplet. They are shown in the each period.
1 : inlet conditions -
a: for the first sphere: 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
b: for the rest of the spheres:
u,v,T take the values from the immediately 
upstream sphere.
2 : on the outer envelope - 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
3: on the sphere surface - 
u=l, v=0, T=TS 
4: along the axis of symmetry - 
du/dy=0, v=0, dT/dy=0 
5: at the outlet -
a: for all of the spheres but the last:
u,v,T take the values from the sphere immediately 
downstream, 
b: for the last sphere:
u,v,T are obtained by extrapolation from the 
interior.
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In this period, a 31x41 grid was constructed first, see 
Fig. 3.9, to solve the problem.
Fig. 3.10 shows the results of a typical calculation 
presented in terms of isotherms. Note that there is a big 
jump at each calculation domain interface. This result is 
not acceptable. The temperature contour lines should be 
smooth and flat at Reynolds number 100.
As is well known, more grid points will provide more 
accurate results. So we reconstructed a 39x41 grid and a 
53x41 grid, see Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12. We found that the 
new scheme resulted in some improvement, but the problem 
still existed, see Fig. 3.13, although to a lesser degree.
We then used the following boundary conditions.
1: inlet conditions -
a: for the first sphere: 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
b: for the rest of the spheres:
u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain 
interface with the immediate upstream sphere.
2: on the outer envelope - 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
3: on the sphere surface - 
u=l, v=0, T=TS 
4: along the axis of symmetry - 
du/dy=0, v=0, dT/dy=0
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Figure 3.10 Temperature contours for three spheres
at Re=100 and L/R=8 in the first period.
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Figure 3.11 39x41 points mesh for the first period.
Figure 3.12 53x41 points mesh for the first period.
Figure 3.13 Temperature contours for three spheres
at Re=100 and L/R=8 in the first period.
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5: at the outlet -
a: for all of the spheres but the last:
u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain
interface with the immediate downstream sphere,
b: for the last sphere:
u,v,T are obtained by extrapolation from the 
interior.
The values on the domain interface take the average of 
the values on both side, see Fig. 3.14.
The results showed the jump behavior at the interface 
between spheres still occurred, as seen in Fig 3.15. These 
results indicated that the interface conditions must be 
treated with very special methods.
2. Second period:
In this period, we used an imagery grid to solve the 
problem. By an imagery grid we mean that we use a 53x42 grid 
to calculate the problem of a 53x41 grid. The 42nd grid 
points that are included in the interface are taken from the 
next unit grid as the outlet condition of current grid; the 
values of others are immaterial since they are not included 
in the calculation. In this manner, all of the grid points 
in the calculation domain have been calculated rather than 
interpolated. Unfortunately, no improvement resulted, (see 
Fig. 3.16). Furthermore, this method is so complicated that 
it must be used with great care.
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Figure 3.14 The mesh used to estimate conditions on 
the domain interface.
Figure 3.15 Temperature contours for three spheres
at Re=100 and L/R=8 in the first period.
 --------
Figure 3.16 Temperature contours for three spheres 
at Re=100 and L/R=8 in the second 
period.
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During the calculation, we passed the conditions 
between two unit grids twice. This possibly causes errors in 
the procedure of computation.
3. Third period:
We postulated that the jump phenomena on the interface 
resulted from the nonorthogonality of the grid. In this 
period, we reconstructed the grid to be orthogonal on the 
interface. The grid generation procedure includes four 
steps. In the first step a primary grid is generated, but 
this grid is not orthogonal in the physical plane. The 
second step transforms the primary grid to a smooth grid 
that is easily used for further transformation. The third 
step redistributes the grid points to obtain evenly special 
points along the sphere. Finally the fourth step 
redistributes grid points in the y direction to obtain the 
desired grid spacing near the droplet surface.
Specially, the four steps are: 
a: generate primary grid by an algebraic method -
In this step, we use an algebraic method to generate 
initial grid data, a method commonly used because of its 
ease of use. The disadvantage of this method is it will 
cause discontinuities of boundary slope, which introduces 
inaccuracies there.
b: making grid smoother by solving Poisson equation -
a{d2x/d£2) -2$ (d2x/d1Zdx\) + y (d2x/dr\2) =P1 (45)
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a(d2y/d£2) -2P {d2y/d£dr\) +y (d2y/dr\2) = P2 (46)
where
p 1 = - t72 [ O x / a ^ ) p ( ^ r i )  + O x / a n )  <?(5,n)i (47)
P2 = - J 2[{By/Sl)P{t, Ti) + (dy/dr\)Q(Z,r\)] (48)
Q=ys/J2 (49)
y.R . _ .
S = T ~ m ~  if Xp*Q (50)
x?l
S = t --^£ if y£* 0 (51)
y5Y 4
Y=xl + uyl (52)
c: intermediate transformation -
The Poisson equation of intermediate transformation is :
a(Bx2/dV) ~ 2P (dx2/d£dx) ■ + Y (dx?/d%2) = - J 2x $  (53)






<J)= [y (xx̂ x+yxy*x) - a  (x ?x ?s +y?y5?) 1 /<*Y2 (59)
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On the outer boundary, we use an orthogonal relation to 
control the mesh points. In this step, we redistribute the 
interior grids in the x-direction. 
d: final transformation -
The Poisson equation of final transformation is:
a O x V 0£2) -2P (d2x/d^dr\) O 2x/0t|2)
= -J2[ (dx/d5) P(£, r|) + (dx/dr\ )£?($, r|) (6 0)
a (d2y/dV) -2p (d2y/d£di\) +y (02y/8ri2)
= -J2[(dy/dt)P(Z,r\) +(0y/0ri )£>($, t|) (61)
where the definitions of a, /S, and 7 are the same as those 





S= t - —-3— if xE*0 (64)
X(Y s
X  R
S = t --3—  if yE* 0 (65)
y% y 4
rss" (xnxnti+V n n )/(xn2+>r̂  (66>
R = x(yll-ylyll (67)
which result from applying local orthogonality, /3=0, in 
equations (56) and (57) .
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In this step, we specify the grid desired spacing in 
the y-direction.
The details of step 2 can be found in reference [3.9] , 
and the procedure of step 3 and step 4 can be found in 
reference [3.10].
After completing these four steps, the grid system used 
in this period was established. The characteristics of this 
grid are:
(1) orthogonality or near-orthogonality on the boundary 
except at two corner points.
(2) very smooth distribution of points in the interior.
(3) the spacing of the grid is satisfactory on the droplet 
surface.
Fig.s 3.17(a), 3.17(b), 3.17(c), and 3.17(d) show the 
results of these steps.
Fig. 3.18 shows the results obtained with this method. 
It is observed that the jumps disappear. However, the 
temperature contour line around four special points A, B, C, 
and D become strange. The properties of the special points 
are difficult to deal with, and it is very easy to lose 
accuracy.
After completing the three development periods 
mentioned above, we realized that the procedures used in the 
first period avoided dealing with the special points, and 
the procedures used in the third period avoided the jump
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Figure 3.17(b) The smooth grid for the third period.
Figure 3.17(c) The intermediate grid for the third
period.
Figure 3.18 Temperature contours for three spheres
at Re=100 and L/R=8 in the third period.
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phenomena. In the third period, the interpolation for the 
domain interface from two neighbor computational plane 
coincided with that from two neighbor physical plane. 
Therefore, we determined that it is possible to go back to 
the procedures used in the first period and then apply the 
interpolation method (using physical plane rather than 
computational plane) found in the third period. The results 
obtained when this new procedure was used are desired in 
Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
A NOVEL NUMERICAL METHOD TO THE SOLUTION OF 
MOMENTUM AND HEAT TRANSFER OF SPHERE ARRAYS1
Introduction
Fuel spray combustion plays an important role in many 
applications such as Diesel engines, gasoline engines, gas 
turbines, incinerators, boilers, and furnaces. To design new 
combustors that will increase combustion efficiency and 
reduce pollution generation, it is necessary first to 
understand better the processes of spray combustion.
Assuming ideal flow, Umemura et al. [4.1] worked with
bispherical coordinates to calculate the burning rate and 
flame surface shape for spheres burning in a convective 
flow. Labowsky [4.2] used the Method of Images to calculate 
the burning time of linear sphere arrays in the absence of 
a forced convective flow. A composite, body-fitted grid was 
proposed by Tsai et al. [4.3] to get a more accurate and a
more economical calculation for potential flow.
Because the diffusion-controlled analysis of 
interaction between spheres is inadequate to describe the 
behavior of real combustion, models that include forced
1 To be submitted for publication
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convection were developed by many authors. Tal et al. [4.4] 
used a multisphere cylindrical cell model to get the heat 
and momentum transfer in a multisphere array. Tsai et al.
[4.5] used an embedded grid to calculate heat and momentum 
transfer for spheres in a linear array. Their results agreed 
well with the numerical and experimental results in the 
literature. Tsai et al. [4.6] also used the same grid to
calculate the sphere-sphere interaction and convective flow, 
two key factors in the real combustion, coupling with 
species equations.
While these studies provided information to help us 
understand the behavior of spray combustion, they have some 
disadvantages; the grids require large amounts of computer 
time and storage and the computational domain needs to be 
regridded each time a different number of spheres is 
considered.
We have developed an improved numerical method that 
overcomes most of these disadvantages and makes the 
calculations more efficient as well as more flexible.
In the method developed here, we carry out the 
calculations for each sphere, one by one, in contrast to 
other techniques that carry out calculations over the whole 
domain at one time, i.e. we make calculations for many 
spheres based only on a single unit grid. We show that this 
method is not only convenient for an arbitrary number of
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spheres, but that it also offers a significant reduction in 
computational time and storage.
Mathematical Formulation
Governing Equations 
The configuration of real spray combustion is so 
complicated that it is impossible to establish a real domain 
for detailed calculations. Instead, a geometrically 
simplified sphere array is used in the calculation. Although 
this kind of geometric arrangement reduces a three- 
dimensional problem to two-dimensional approximation, it 
still provides important information about sphere 
interactions.
Consider a linear array of solid, nonvolatile spheres, 
as presented in Fig. 4.1. In such an arrangement, the 
governing dimensionless equations for momentum, and energy 
transfer are as follows:
The continuity equation is.-
-J^(ypU)*-|;(ypv)=o (1)
The momentum equations are:
For x-component
d , w  d , \ dp 2 r d^xx d(yr )(ypuu)+-3-(ypuv) + [y-3^ +--5-^-] (2)
dx oy dx Re„ dx dy
SIDE VIEW END VIEW
4.1 Configuration of the multisphere cell.
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For y-component
d / \ 3 / v d p 2 r dx d ( y x  )_ (ypUv ) ^ ( y p v v )  = - y ^ +_ [ y - ^ +— (3)
where
(4)
_ r du ̂ 3vn /Ir, ̂ ay 5x
The energy equation is:
(ypuh) +-i- (ypvh) = -^- [-A (yie|̂ ) + -£ (y*|£) ] (8! 
dx dy Re„ dx dx dy dy
For simplification, we neglect the viscous dissipation term, 
since the Mach number for the compressible gas flow is much 
less than one.
If we assume that the heat capacity is constant, and 
hence take enthalpy h to be related to temperature T as 
h=CpT, the energy equation can be written as
—  (ypyT) + (ypvT) = [-|- (yi-|?) +  ̂(y-A|I)] (9)
dx dy Rea dx Cp dx dy Cp dy
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The following dimensionless variables have been used for 
above equations:
u=u//u/00 v=v'/v'„ T=T'/T'„ P=P//p/„u^
h=h'/ d pa,T’„ p=p'/p'm |i=n//n/„ CP=C'P/C'P„ 
k=k//k/„ x=x'/R' y=y'/R/ i?e„=2i?/u/00p /„/jJi/„
Px^C'pji'Jk^ Pe„=Re„Pr„
Boundary Conditions 
Because the calculations are done one sphere at a time, 
the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of the 
computational domain are different for each sphere. The 
conditions at the interface between the computational 
domains of two spheres serve as the outlet conditions for 
the upstream sphere and the inlet conditions for the 
downstream sphere. These interface conditions can be 
interpolated from the conditions on both sides. Because the 
downstream flow is mostly affected by the upstream flow, the 
outlet gradients or conditions for the last sphere in the 
array are unknown and need to be estimated also. The 
estimation scheme will be discussed later.
1: inlet conditions -
a: for the first sphere: 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
b: for the rest of the spheres:
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u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain 
interface with upstream sphere.
2: on the outer envelope - 
u=l, v=0, T=1 
3: on the sphere surface - 
u=l, v=0, T=TS 
4: along the axis of symmetry - 
du/dy=0, v=0, dT/5y=0 
5: at the outlet -
a: for the first and the intermediate spheres: 
u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain 
interface with downstream sphere, 
b: for the last sphere:
u,v(T are obtained by extrapolation from the 
interior.
Grid System
The primary goal of this study is to provide a useful 
numerical method that includes : 1) computational
efficiency; 2) computational accuracy in the presence of 
large gradients within the computational domain, and 3) the 
flexibility to include an arbitrarily large number of 
spheres. To reach this goal, the grid system for the 
numerical calculations must be chosen carefully.
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 are the grid systems used by Tal et 
al. [4.4] and Chen et al. [4.7]. They succeeded in
describing the interaction between spheres for multi-sphere 
heat transfer. But these grids lack orthogonality of the 
mesh adjacent to the sphere surface. The normal velocity is 
proportional to the temperature gradient around the sphere 
surface once evaporation occurs. The grid should be fine and 
orthogonal around the sphere surface if accurate gradients 
are to be evaluated. Therefore, a nonorthogonal grid around 
sphere surface will reduce the accuracy of the calculated 
burning rate.
As an improvement, Launder and Massey [4.8], and 
Pataink [4.9] used an improved grid, as shown in Fig 4.4 and 
4.5, to increase accuracy of calculations around the droplet 
surface. However, the calculations around the intersections 
and the overlapped areas become tedious and complicated. 
Furthermore, accuracy is lost in these regions.
An improved "embedded" grid, see Fig. 4.6, was used by 
Tsai et al. who studied successfully many combustion cases
[4.3, 4.5, 4.6, 4.10] . The disadvantage of this grid is
that the computational domain is restricted in the number of 
spheres, which is very inconvenient when one needs to 
calculate a different number of spheres. That is, a new grid 
must be generated each time a different number of spheres or 
different sphere spacing is considered.
Figure 4.2 The non-uniform mesh used by Tal et al.
Figure 4.3 The curvilinear mesh used by Chen and 
Tong.
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Figure 4.4 The composite mesh used by Launder and 
Messey.
Figure 4.5 The mesh used by Patnaik.
Figure 4.6 The embedded mesh used by Tsai et al
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In this study, we propose a new method that overcomes 
these disadvantages and makes the calculation more efficient 
as well as more flexible. We use this useful method to get 
the information on the behavior of a sphere array.
Fig. 4.7(a) is the basic grid unit, it includes 53x41 
points. Fig. 4.7(b) is the computational grid. This grid not 
only provides a fine and orthogonal mesh in the vicinity of 
sphere, which increases calculation accuracy, but, as we 
show below, it also is easily applied to an arbitray number 
of spheres, which makes calculation flexible. Another 
benefit, not shown here, is that it can easily be extended 
to include the interior of the sphere so that internal 
circulation of the liquid can also be included.
Based on the unit grid, the conditions on the domain 
interface can be estimated by interpolation from both sides. 
The procedure includes two steps. Fig. 4.8(a) depicts the 
grid points used in the estimation. The first step is 
interpolation of point 1 and point 2 to get point 5 and 
interpolation of point 3 and point 4 to get point 6. The 
next step is interpolation of point 5 and point 6 to get 
point 7.
Fig. 4.8(b) illustrate how we estimate the outlet 
conditions for the last sphere. First, points 3 and 4 are 
adopted from points 1 and 2. Then the interpolation of 
points 3 and 4 gives point 5. Since the conditions at the
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B A F E
Figure 4.7(a) The physical plane used in the present 
study.
B C E
Figure 4.7(b) The computational plane used in the 
present study.
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Figure 4.8(a) The mesh used to estimate conditions 
on the interface.
Figure 4.8(b) The mesh used to estimate outlet 
conditions in the last sphere.
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interface between sphere domains are far away from the 
sphere surface, only small inaccuracies are introduced by 
this interpolation process.
The calculation scheme works as follows. In the first 
iteration, all data used for interpolation are taken from an 
initial guess. Using these interpolated data for the 
boundary conditions, we solve the governing equations in 
each unit cell around each sphere, one by one. From the 
second iteration on, the interpolated values are obtained 
from the results of the previous iteration. The procedure 
continues until convergence is reached.
Fig. 4.9(a) shows the physical plane and computational 
plane for the sphere-by-sphere calculation for one 
iteration. When all of these calculations are combined, the 
effective physical plane and computation plane for the 
spheres train can be obtained, see Fig. 4.9(b) and Fig. 
4.9(c) . The values on the domain interface are interpolated 
by the method described above.
Solution Procedures
In this study, two numerical methods, a "regular method" 
and an "improved method", were used to solve the same 
problem.
The procedures for regular method are follows.
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Figure 4.9(a) Physical and computational plane for 
calculation one by one.
B A F SB' A' F E'B" A" F’ B"
Figure 4.9(b) Physical plane for the whole sphere 
array.




Figure 4.9(c) Computational plane for the whole 
sphere array.
1. Make an initial guess for values over the entire 
computational domain.
2. Using the values at the interface between the first and 
second sphere as the boundary conditions, solve the 
governing equations to obtain updated values.
3. Store the new values for the first sphere.
4. Using the previous values for the interface between
sphere 1 and 2 as the inlet conditions and the current 
values at the interface between sphere 2 and 3 as the 
outlet conditions, solve the governing equations to 
obtain updated values for the points in the unit cell 
around sphere 2.
5. Store the new values for the second sphere.
6. Use the same procedures as in step 4 and step 5 for the
rest of spheres to complete one iteration for the 
entire array.
7. Interpolate to get new values at the interface between 
each unit cell.
8. Repeat step 2 to step 7 as many as many times as 
necessary to get the converge values.
The other method, the improved method, provides a very 
efficient method for the calculation of a large number of 
spheres. The results obtained by the regular method showed 
that a similar pattern was observed for all spheres in the 
linear array, except for the first one. Therefore, it is not
necessary to do calculations for all of the spheres at each
iteration. The procedures of the improved method is as
follows.
1. Make an initial guess for values for over the entire 
computational domain.
2. Using the values at the interface between the first and 
second sphere as the boundary conditions, solve the 
governing equations to obtain updated values.
3. Store the new values for the first sphere.
4. Using the previous values for the interface between
sphere 1 and 2 as the inlet conditions, and the current
values at the interface between sphere 2 and 3 as the 
outlet conditions, solve the governing equations to 
obtain updated values for the points in the unit cell 
around sphere 2.
5. Store the new values for the second sphere.
6. Interpolate to get new values at the interface between
cell 1 and cell 2.
7. Repeat step 2 to step 6 until the values converge to a 
temporary converged values. In present study, 10"3 was 
chosen.
8. Pass the values for the second sphere to the rest of 
spheres, for which the calculations still need to be 
carried out.
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9. Repeat step 2 to step 7 described in the regular method 
to get the further converged values. In present study, 
10'4 was chosen.
Fig. 4.10 illustrates the scheme used in the improved 
method. The upper part of the figure depicts the 
calculations described in steps 1 to 7 to get the temporary 
converged values for the first two spheres. Then the values 
of the second sphere are passed to the rest of spheres, as 
depicted in the lower part of the figure. The calculations 
described in step 9 to get the final converged resultsare 
then are carried out.
The numerical scheme SIMPLEM has been used to solve the 
governing equations. Because SIMPLEM was developed for 
generalized coordinates, the governing equations were 
transformed into generalized coordinates first, then solved 
there. For details of the coordinate transformation and 
SIMPLEM see ref. [4.5] and [4.11].
Results and Discussion
For easy comparison, the following data, which also 
have been used in the work of Tsai et al. [4.5], are taken
from the study of Renksizbulut and Yuan [4.12]. 
sphere temperature: 353°K 
air temperature: 800°K






viscosity of air: =t0 67
thermal conductivity of air: k=T°-81
density of air: p=1/T
heat capacity of air: Cp=l
The total drag coefficient is:
Ctotal = Cdp + Cdf
The friction drag coefficient is given as




10 dr r rdd
t a^ - 2 |, [a(r2^  . 1 d(vesin8)
rr ^ dr 3 r 2dr rsin0 30 J
vr=ucos0+vsin0
ve=|asin0+vcos0
The pressure drag coefficient is given as
Cdp=2 f "pssin20d0 
J 0
The definitions of local Nusselt and average Nusselt 
number are given by:
nu = —s 1 _ T
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Nu=—  f  Nu„sinBdB2  Jo s
The range of Reynolds number is from 5 to 100. The 
dimensionless temperature contour lines in the isothermal 
pattern through this study are 0.99, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8,
0.7 respectively.
Fig. 4.11 through Fig. 4.14 show the temperature 
contours with spacing of 4 radii at Re=100, 50, 20, and 10, 
respectively. It can be found in these figures that the 
contours spread outward from the spheres and more similar 
for the training droplets as the Reynolds number is reduced. 
These trends indicate that a larger Reynolds number causes 
larger inter-sphere interactions.
Fig. 4.15 shows the temperature contours and velocity 
distribution for two spheres and five spheres with spacing 
of 8 at Re=100. A strong wake circulation appear at the 
rear of each sphere at such a high Reynolds number. 
Compared with the contours in Fig. 4.11, the contours in 
this case are more similar because the larger spacing 
reduces the inter-sphere interaction. Fig. 4.15 also 
illustrates that this method works for an arbitrary number 
of spheres.
Fig. 4.16 shows the temperature contours with spacing 
of 6 at Re=100. The contours in this figure are located
Figure 4.11 Temperature contours for five-sphere 
system at Re=100 and L/R=4.
Figure 4.12 Temperature contours for five-sphere 
system at Re=50 and L/R=4.
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Figure 4.13 Temperature contours for five-sphere 
system at Re=20 and L/R=4.
Figure 4.14 Temperature contours for five-sphere 
system at Re=lO and L/R=4.
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Figure 4.15(a) Temperature contours for two-sphere 
system at Re=100 and L/R=8.
Figure 4.15(b) Velocity vectors for two-sphere
system at Re=i00 and L/R=8.
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Figure 4.15(c) Temperature contours for five-sphere
system at Re=100 and L/R=8.
Figure 4.15(d) Velocity vectors for five-sphere
system at Re=100 and L/R=8.
Figure 4.16 Temperature contours for five-sphere 
system at Re=lOO and L/R=6.
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between those in Fig. 4.11(c) and Fig. 4.15. It can be 
expected that other parameters such as drag force, velocity, 
and inter-sphere interaction also have same trend.
It is interesting to note that the contour shapes for 
the third sphere and the forth sphere in the five-sphere 
system are similar. They approach an identical form when 
the spacing is increased or the Reynolds number is reduced,
i.e., when the inter-sphere interactions are decreased. 
This behavior can be explained as follows. The five-sphere 
system can be classified into four categories: 1) the 
leading sphere, which encounters the oncoming flow; 2) the 
second sphere, which is strongly influenced by the leading 
sphere; 3) the third sphere and the forth sphere, which are 
less affected by the leading sphere, but which interact with 
both neighboring sphere; and 4) the last sphere, which is 
affected only by the upstream sphere.
The local Nusselt numbers for three spheres at Reynolds 
number 100 are shown in Figs. 4.17. These results agree very 
well with Tsai's [4.5] . The local Nusselt numbers for five 
spheres at Reynolds 100 are shown in the Fig. 4.18. The 
figure shows that the Nusselt numbers for third sphere and 
the forth sphere are closer than for any other pairs of 
spheres.
Fig. 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 show the overall average
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Figure 4.17 Local Nusselt number for three-sphere 
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Figure 4.19 The average Nusselt number vs. Reynolds 
number for five-sphere system at L/R=8.


















Figure 4.21 The average Nusselt number vs. Reynolds 
number for five-sphere system at L/R=4.
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respectively. It can be observed that the smaller the 
spacing, the larger the difference for the average Nusselt 
number between the leading sphere and the rest of spheres. 
This means that sphere interactions increase as the spacing 
decreases. The same conclusion was reported by Tsai [4.5] . 
It is also found that an increase of Reynolds number, with 
the same spacing, causes a larger difference in the Nusselt 
number between the leading sphere and the rest of spheres. 
That is, there is an increase the interaction as the 
Reynolds number increases. The same conclusions were found 
by Aminzadeh et al. [4.13], Chen et al. [4.7] and Tal [4.4],
Figs. 22, 23, and 24 show the total drag coefficient 
for five sphere at L/R = 8, 6, and 4, respectively. The same 
conclusions mentioned above can be drawn through the 
examination of these figures.
The computational efficiency of the two present methods 
can be compared to that of the method developed by Tsai et 
al. , which was shown to be 30 to 60 times more efficient 
then even earlier method [4.6] .
On an IBM 3090/600S With Array Processor, the typical 
CPU time and storage required for 600 iterations in Tsai's 
method and two present methods are shown in the Table 4.1. 
For a three-spheres system, the storage of the two present 
methods is much less than that of Tsai's. The computational 
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Tsai's. This is because the two present methods need fewer 
grid points.
The comparison for a five-spheres system between the two 
present methods and a three-spheres system using Tsai's 
method is also shown in Table 4.1. Again, the storage 
requirment of the two present methods much less than that of 
Tsai's. The computational time of the regular method is 
higher than that of Tsai's. But the computational time for 
the improved method is slightly less than that of Tsai's. 
That means that the total time for a five-sphere system with 
the improved method is less than the total time for a three- 
sphere system using Tsai's method.
Table 4.2 gives a comparison of computational time and 
storage at convergence to 10"4 for the three methods. The 
computational time and the number of iterations needed for 
a three-sphere system to converge to 10"4 for the regular 
method, the improved method and Tsai's method are 8 minutes 
24.88 second and 547 iteration, 7 minute 11.41 second and 
594 iteration, and 19 minute 19.51 second and 1167 
iteration, respectively. This shows that convergence can be 
reached much faster with the present methods than with 
Tsai's method, which results in reduced computational time. 
There are two special points near the sphere surface in 
Tsai's method that have to be dealt with carefully, and this 
causes slow convergence. But the present models avoid this
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Table 4.1 storage and computational time for 600 iteration
Tsai's regular improved
No. of sphere 3 3 5 3 5
storage 2424K 965K 1156K 965K 1156K
grid points 6993 6519 10865 6519 10865
CPU time 9' 59 " 9' 18" 15'26" 7' 14" 9' 59"
Table 4.2 storage and computational time for convergence 
to 10'4
Tsai's regular improved
No. of sphere 3 3 5 3 5
storage 2424K 965K 1156K 965K 1156K
iterations 1167 547 547 594 594
CPU time 19'20" 8'25" 14'04" 7' 07" 9' 07"
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difficulty. Besides, only 21 point sources are provided 
around the sphere surface at Tsai's model, but 53 point 
sources are used in the present models. This results in the 
present methods being more accurate than Tsai's.
Some selected results for axial velocity and 
temperature, at points J=27 and 1=2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 
37, 42, 47, and 52, for the two present models at Re=50 and 
spacing=8 are shown at table 4.3 to 4.6. As can be seen, the 
results obtained using the regular method and the improved 
method, for all selected points, differ only by the order of 
10"4. It can be conclude that these two methods are 
consistent.
We conclude that the methods developed in this study 
are superior to and more economical than Tsai's.
Conclusions
A useful numerical method that has the advantages 
flexibility, accuracy, and efficiency has been developed for 
the simulation of heat and momentum transfer for a linear 
arrray of spheres in a parallel convective flow.
The results of this method are in good agreement with 
the data in the literature and get the same conclusion 
obtained by others as "Interaction between spheres increases
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Table 4.3 axial-velocity (u) for regular method
grid pts. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5 th
coordinate sphere sphere sphere sphere sphere
1=2, J=27 0.7193 0.6429 0.6395 0.6380 0.6382
1 = 7, J=27 0.8056 0.7641 0.7585 0 . 7574 0.7573
1 = 12, J=27 0.9760 0.9143 0.9073 0.9074 0.9069
1 = 17, J=27 1.0578 1.0055 0.9995 1.0004 0.9998
1 = 22 , J=27 1.0788 1.0385 1.0356 1.0363 1.0359
1 = 27, J=27 1.0847 1.0423 1.0390 1. 0398 1.0394
1 = 32, J=27 1. 0975 1.0543 1.0509 1.0516 1.0513
1 = 37, J=27 1.0973 1.0627 1.0547 1.0566 1.0556
1=42, J=27 0.8172 0.7907 0.7830 0.7848 0.7824
1=47, J=27 0.3745 0.3597 0.3570 0.3576 0.3538
1 = 52, J=27 0.1272 0.1226 0.1226 0.1224 0.1188
Table 4 .4 axial-velocity (u) for improved method
grid pts. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
coordinate sphere sphere sphere sphere sphere
1=2, J=27 0.7193 0.6428 0.6399 0 .6382 0 . 6385
1 = 7, J=27 0.8056 0.7640 0.7583 0.7571 0.7572
1=12, J=27 0.9760 0.9142 0.9068 0.9069 0.9065
1 = 17, •J=27 1.0578 1.0054 0.9993 1.0003 0.9997
1 = 22, J=27 1.0788 1.0384 1.0355 1.0362 1.0360
1=27, J=27 1.0847 1.0421 1.0390 1.0397 1.0395
1 = 32, J=27 1.0975 1.0542 1.0508 1.0515 1.0514
1 = 37, J=27 1.0973 1.0624 1.0543 1.0562 1.0555
1=42 , J=27 0.8172 0.7899 0.7821 0.7839 0.7823
1=47, J=27 0.3745 0.3589 0.3561 0.3567 0 . 3533
1 = 52, J=27 0.1272 0.1221 0.1222 0.1220 0.1190














1=2, J=27 0.9916 0.8630 0.8549 0.8538 0.8535
1=7, J=27 0 .9947 0.9047 0.8968 0.8957 0.8954
1 = 12, J=27 0.9988 0.9591 0.8530 0 . 9522 0.9519
1 = 17, J=27 1.0000 0.9920 0.9895 0.9890 0.9888
1=22, J=27 1.0000 0.9994 0.9990 0.9988 0.9987
1=27, J=27 1. 0000 0.9994 0.9990 0.9988 0.9988
1 = 32, J=27 0.9997 0.9987 0.9981 0 . 9980 0.9979
1 = 37, J=27 0.9788 0.9727 0.9711 0.9709 0.9707
1=42, J=27 0.8872 0 .8779 0.8760 0.8758 0.8754
1=47, J=27 0 .7635 0.7559 0.7546 0.7544 0.7539
1 = 52, J=27 0 .6903 0.6850 0 . 6839 0 . 6838 0.6838













1=2, J=27 0.9916 0.8630 0.8548 0.8538 0.8535
1 = 7, J=27 0 .9947 0 . 9047 0.8967 0.8956 0.8954
1 = 12, J=27 0 . 9988 0.9591 0.9529 0.9521 0.9518
1 = 17, J=27 1.0000 0.9920 0.9895 0.9890 0.9888
1=22, J=27 1.0000 0.9994 0.9990 0.9988 0.9987
1 = 27, J=27 1.0000 0.9994 0.9990 0.9988 0.9988
1 = 32, J=27 0.9997 0.9987 0.9981 0.9980 0.9979
1 = 37, J=27 0.9788 0.9726 0.9710 0.9708 0.9707
1=42, J=27 0.8872 0.8778 0.8759 0.8757 0.8754
1=47, J=27 0.7635 0.7559 0.7546 0.7544 0.7540
1 = 52, J=27 0.6903 0.6850 0.6841 0.6840 0.6840
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as Reynolds number increases ", "Small spacing causes larger 
interaction."
This study offers a lot of patterns and the data of 
heat and momentum transfer that give us a good insight into 
the physical problem.
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CHAPTER 5
A DETAILED STUDY OF COMBUSTION BEHAVIOR IN  A 
LINEAR DROPLET ARRAY1
Introduction
The phenomena of droplet combustion have received much 
attention in the past few decades. In particular, a variety 
of models have been developed for isolated droplet 
evaporation. Renksizbulut and Yuen [5.1] considered a fuel 
droplet at steady state. Later, Dwyer and Sanders [5.2] 
extended the analysis to unsteady state and concluded that 
the transport processes are dominated by convection in the 
early lifetime of a fuel droplet, then taken over by 
conduction and diffusion processes in the later stages. 
Renksizbulut and Haywood [5.3] found that transient heating 
is important for fuel droplet evaporation. The transient 
heating, with internal circulation, of a convecting, 
vaporizing fuel droplet with variable properties has been 
investigated by Chiang et al. [5.4] . The results showed
that heat transfer within the droplet is dominated by 
diffusion in the early droplet time, then by convection in 
the middle life time, finally then by diffusion. They also
1 To be submitted for publication
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concluded that the effect of variable properties must be 
considered in calculations if there is a large temperature 
gradient in the computational domain.
In order to understand the processes of momentum 
transfer, heat transfer, mass transfer, and chemical 
reactions in droplet combustion, Dwyer and Sanders [5.5] 
carried out a study of an isolated burning droplet. Their 
results for steady droplet burning showed good qualitative 
agreement with experimental results. A unsteady-state case 
was investigated by the same authors [5.6] ; they found that 
both the surface mass transfer and the flame location affect 
the drag and heat transfer processes.
Relatively few studies have considered the droplet- 
droplet interactions, a very important factor in dense 
sprays. An early study of the effects interactions on the 
heat transfer between spheres in a forced convective 
environment can be found in ref. [5.7]. Their computational 
results showed that the smaller the spacing, the lower the 
overall heat transfer for the downstream droplets. Because 
the grid points around the droplet surface are nonorthogonal 
in their grid system, the normal velocity resulting from 
evaporation is difficult to evaluate. Results would 
therefore be of doubtful accuracy if their grid system was 
applied to evaporation or combustion cases. Raju and 
Sirignano [5.8] studied two unsteady vaporizing droplets to
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observe the droplet-droplet interaction during the droplet 
lifetimes. They found that when spacing was reduced to less 
than two droplet diameters, the interaction became 
significant. Chiang and Kleinstreuer [5.9] extended the 
interaction calculation to three vaporizing droplets. They 
claim that at least three droplets must be considered to 
realize realistic droplet-droplet interactions. They 
indicated that the trailing droplets are strongly influenced 
by the leading droplet.
Very few studies considered the droplet-droplet 
interaction in a combustion environment. Both steady state 
and unsteady state burning were investigated by Tsai and 
Sterling [5.10, 5.11]. In the steady-state study, the
droplet-droplet interaction was found to increase when 
droplets spacing decreased. For unsteady state, they showed 
that the burning behavior of the first droplet in a three 
droplet system did not change much as the droplet spacing 
changed.
In the present study, an efficient, flexible and 
accurate numerical scheme, which was described in ref. 
[5.12], is used to investigate the combustion behavior of a 
linear droplet array with internal liquid circulation. In 
addition, in order to understand the different aspect of 
this complex burning behavior, two other cases -- combustion
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without internal circulation and evaporation with internal 
circulation -- are also considered.
Problem Statement And Assumptions
A linear array of 100 fxm octane droplets is introduced 
to a hot, convective environment at 1250°K, lOatm and at 
Re=20 and Re=50.
In order to focus on droplet-droplet interactions for 
combustion with internal circulation, the following 
assumptions are made to simplify the problem:
1. A homogeneous temperature prevails within the droplet 
interior, near its boiling point.
2. The initial transient droplet heating is neglected.
3. Radiation heat transfer is negligible.
4. The droplet is spherical.
Transport Properties
The formulas for viscosity coefficients, binary 
diffusivity coefficients, and thermal conductivity of each 
constituent can be found in ref. [5.13] . The JANAF 
polynomials [5.14] are used to calculate the heat capacity 
and the heat of formation. The formulas recommended by Kee
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et al. [5.15] are used to evaluate the thermal conductivity 
and viscosity of the gas mixture.
Grid System
Fig. 5.1(a) and Fig. 5.1(b) are the physical unit mesh 
and computational unit mesh for an individual droplet.The 
mesh includes 53x41 grid points for the gas phase and 53x15 
grid points for the liquid phase. Based on this mesh, the 
droplet-by-droplet calculation for the entire array is 
accomplished as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. For clarity, Fig.
5.2 through Fig. 5.4 show only the gas phase, although the 
liquid phase is calculated simultaneously with the gas phase 
for each individual droplet. Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b) 
are the physical and computational plane for the entire 
array. The grid points within DE and C'B', D'E' and C"B" 
share same values on the domain interface and serve as both 
the outlet boundary conditions for upstream droplet and 
inlet boundary conditions for downstream droplet.
Two methods, a "regular" method and an "improved" 
method, are used to simulate the same problem. Fig. 5.4 
show the numerical scheme for the improved method. Here, the 
calculations for the first two droplets are done first to 
obtain temporarily converged values, The values for the 
second droplet are then passed to the rest of droplets as
B A F E
Figure 5.1(a) The physical unit mesh.
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Figure 5.1(b) The computational unit mesh.
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Figure 5.2 The physical and computational plane 
for calculation droplet-by-droplet
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Figure 5.3(a) The physical plane for the entire 
droplets




Figure 5.3(b) The computational plane for the 
entire droplets.




initial values, and then calculations are performed to get 
final values for the entire set of droplets. The improved 
method can save much computational time when a large number 
of droplets are included in the calculation. The detailed 
procedures for these two methods can be found in ref.
[5.12] .
In this study, the generalized coordinates and a 
numerical scheme, SIMPLEM, are used. The details of 
transformation of coordinates and SIMPLEM can be found in 
ref. [5.13] and [5.14]. It is difficult to use SIMPLEM in 
a straight-forward way in this study because the control 
volume at the gas-liquid interface covers both gas and 
liquid, see Fig. 5.5. The physical properties for the gas 
and liquid are greatly different, so when the control 
volume includes both phases, one cannot determine which of 
the values should be applied at the gas-liquid interface. 
In order to overcome this difficulty, one row of imaginary 
grid points has been created at the gas-liquid interface, 
which means that two rows of grid points occupy the same 
physical position. One row serves for the gas phase, the 
other row serves for the liquid phase. The values on these 
two rows satisfy the gas-liquid interfacial boundary 
condition. By this arrangement, the new configuration for 
grid point and control volume at the gas-liquid interface is 







Figure 5.5 Finite difference grid and control volume 
face at the gas-liquid interface.
CONTROL VOLUME FACEGRID MESH




Figure 5.6 Modified finite difference grid and control 
volume face at the gas-liquid interface.
Mathematical Formulation
Governing Equations 
In this study, the governing equation for momentum, 
energy, and mass transfer in cylindrical coordinates are as 
listed below :
The continuity equation :
(ypu) +- ^  (ypv) =0 (1)
The momentum equations :
For x-component
£ , y p m > . £ l j V u v ) . - y % - [ y l £ . 2 g i ! L ]  (2,
For y-component
£ < y p u r ) + - £ < y p w >  <3)
The energy equation :






The following notation has been employed: p-density, u 
and v-velocity components, p-pressure, T-temperature, TR- 
reference temperature, r-the Newtonian stress tensor, p- 
viscosity, k-thermal conductivity, Di-binary diffusion 
coefficient, Cp-specific heat, h-enthalpy, h°fi-heat of 
formation for species i, rx-consumption rate of the oxidized 
species in the reaction, Yi-mass fraction of species i, ĉ - 
stoichiometric coefficient of species i, Wi-molecular weight 
of species i, N-total number of species, and R-the universal 
gas constant.
A one step, irreversible chemical reaction is assumed:
where F, O, and P are fuel, oxidizer and product, 
respectively.
We use the rate expression proposed by Westbrook et al. 
[5.18], i.e.,
aF F + a0 O -» ffp P AH >■ 0
rp = -A [Fuel] a [oxidizer] bexp (-Ea/RT) 
with A=4.6xl011, a=0.25, b=1.5, and Ea=30Kcal/mole 
The total drag coefficient is:
Ctotal — Cp + Cp +CT
where friction drag coefficient is given by
Cp=—^—  f " (xrflsin0-xrrcos0) sin0d0 
* Re„J o ro 11
T =2 P -1  n [ a (r 2  ̂— 1 ]
rr dr 3 r 2dr rsin0 30
vz=ucosO+vsind
ve=usin0+vcos0
the pressure drag is given by
Cp=2 f  "p sin20d0 
J o
and the thrust drag is given by 









The definitions of local Nusselt and average Nusselt 
number are given by
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Nu=—  [*NussinQdd (19)
2  J o
Boundary Conditions 
Because the calculations are carried out one droplet at 
a time, the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of 
the computational domain are different for each calculation. 
The conditions at the interface between the computational 
domains of two droplets serve as the outlet conditions for 
the upstream droplet and the inlet conditions for the 
downstream droplet. These can be estimated from the 
conditions on both sides of the domain interface. Because 
the downstream flow is mostly affected by the upstream flow, 
the outlet gradients or conditions for the last droplet in 
the array are unknown and need to be estimated also. The 
estimation scheme can be found in ref. [5.12]. 
l: inlet conditions -
a: for the first sphere:
u=ueo, v=0, T=T„, Yp=0, Y0=Y0to, YI=l-Y0oo, Yp=0 
b: for the rest of the spheres:
u, v, T, Yp, Y0, YI( Yp take the values estimated for 
the domain interface with upstream sphere.
2: on the outer envelope -
u=ut0, v=0, T=T„, Yp=0, Y0=Y0„, Y1=l-Y0„, YP=0
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3: on the sphere surface -
T=TS/ Tr#iG=Tr8>Il, vSiG=vejIj( (pvn) sL=ks (3T/3y) ,
(pvn) s= (pvn)sYfs- (pDps(aYp/dy) )S(
(pvn)sYis=(pDis(aYi/dy) )s, i=0,I,P 
4: along the axis of symmetry -
du/dy=0, v=0, dT/3y=0, aYp/ay=0, aYo/ay=0, 
aYx/ay=o, aYP/ay=o 
5: at the outlet -
a: for the first and the intermediate spheres: 
u,v,T, Yp; Y0I YI( Yp take the values estimated for 
the domain interface with downstream sphere. 
b: for the last sphere:
u, v, T, Yf, Y0( YI( Yp are obtained by extrapolation 
from the interior.
6: at the origin(droplet center) - 
3u/3y=0, v=0
Where the subscript oo, s, 8 and n indicate the
conditions on ambient flow, surface, tangential component 
and normal component, respectively.
Results And Discussion
Fig. 5.7 shows the temperature, fuel, and oxygen
contours for a three-droplet array with spacing of 8 radii
at Re=50. In such a strong convective flow field, gases
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Figure 5.7(a) Temperature contours for three-droplet 






Figure 5.7(b) Fuel mass fraction contours for
three-droplet system at Re=50 and L/R=8.






Figure 5.7(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours for
three-droplet system at Re=50 and L/R=8 .
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that are cool with respect to those in the burning region, 
such as oncoming air and unburnt fuel, are carried into the 
region behind the leading droplet. This causes the flame 
(T=l.1) to move downstream such that it can't envelop the 
leading droplet. In the region immediately behind the first 
droplet, but ahead of the flame front, the concentration of 
both fuel and oxygen are higher than in the corresponding 
regions behind the downstream droplets. Following this 
region, a strong chemical reaction occurs, which leads to 
the release of ample heat and the reduction of fuel and 
oxygen, simultaneously. This situation prevails up to the 
second droplet. Some of the heat is used to evaporate the 
fuel from second droplet as evidenced by a reduction of 
temperature. Thus the chemical reaction slows down near the 
second droplet also.
Fig. 5.8 shows the temperature, fuel and oxygen 
contours for the same conditions as the results presented in 
previous case, but for a five-droplet system. As can be 
seen, the behavior is the same as described for the three- 
droplet case. It is interesting to note that the contours 
for the temperature, fuel and oxygen behind the third and 
the fourth droplet are almost, but not exactly, the same. 
This small difference has two sources. First, the third 
droplet is affected by the upstream droplets to a greater 
extent than in the fourth droplet. Second the fourth
------ 1.4'■—~ “ 1——------- —  a m -Aft* ' ~~ 
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Figure 5.8(a) Temperature contours for five-droplet system 
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Figure 5.8(b) Fuel mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=50 and L/R=8.
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Oxygen mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=50 and L/R=8.
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droplet is affected to a greater extent by the fifth (the 
last) droplet than is the third droplet. Therefore, the 
behavior of droplets in a five-droplet system can be 
classified into four cases: the leading droplet that
encounters the cooler, unreacted gas, the second droplet 
which interacts strongly with the leading droplet, the third 
and the fourth droplets which are much less influenced by 
the leading droplet and interact only slightly with the last 
droplet, and the last droplet that interacts with only an 
upstream droplet. Therefore, we conclude that four droplets 
are the minimum number to understand the realistic burning 
behavior in a linear array approximation of a dense spray 
system.
Fig. 5.9 shows the temperature, fuel and oxygen 
contours for the five-droplet system with spacing of 12 
radii at Re=50. As expected, the interactions at this 
spacing are less than that for a spacing of 8 radii. In 
this case the contours behind the second droplet are very 
nearly the same as those behind third droplet, and the 
contours for the third droplet and the fourth droplet are 
essentially identical. Owing to the reduced interaction, 
the fuel accumulation at rear of the leading droplet is less 
than in the previous case. The spacing in this case is so 
large that the fuel is almost used up before the flame 
reaches the next droplet, as can be seen in the regions
?i!r?7TT7^?vS>
Figure 5.9(a) Temperature contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=50 and L/R=12.
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Figure 5.9(b) Fuel mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=50 and L/R=12.
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Figure 5.9(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=50 and L/R=12. 113
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ahead of each downstream droplet in Fig. 5.9(b) . In the same 
regions, see Fig. 5.9(c), the oxygen becomes richer. 
Following these regions, the chemical reactions for each 
downstream droplet strengthen owing to the enveloped flame 
and the abundance of oxygen and vaporizing fuel.
Fig. 5.10 shows the contours for temperature, fuel and 
oxygen with spacing of 12 radii at Re=20. In this case, the 
flame front behind the leading droplet moves forward. Note, 
however, that the reaction zone for each individual droplet 
become thicker and the fuel contours go outward. This 
indicates that the diffusion is more important than in the 
previous case. The similar contour patterns for temperature, 
fuel, and oxygen can also be observed among the trailing 
droplets. This indicates the droplet-droplet interactions 
are further reduced.
In order to evaluate the importance of internal 
circulation and combustion on droplet gasification rates, 
three cases have been investigated : case 1 -- combustion 
with internal circulation described above; case 2 
combustion without internal circulation; and case 3 --
evaporation with internal circulation. These cases are 
compared for a five-droplet system with spacing of 12 radii 
at Re=50.
Fig. 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 show the local Nusselt number 




Figure 5.10(a) Temperature contours for five-droplet system
at Re=20 and L/R=12.
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Figure 5.10(b) Fuel mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=20 and L/R=12.
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Figure 5.10(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours for five-droplet system 
at Re=20 and L/R=12. 115
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it can be observed that the local Nusselt number for the 
leading droplet is much lower than for the rest of droplets. 
This owes to the cool gas introduced around this droplet, as 
discussed above. The values for the third and fourth 
droplets are closer than that for any other neighbor pair, 
but the upstream droplets have more effect on the third 
droplet than in the fourth droplet, i.e. the Nusselt numbers 
for the third droplet are higher than those in the fourth 
droplet. It is interesting note that the local Nusselt 
number decreases beyond the third droplet. The reason may 
be that fuel from the first two droplets continues to burn 
up to the third droplet. This contribution from upstream 
droplet is diminished for the fourth droplet. This behavior 
cannot be observed in the three-droplet system [5.10] .
In Fig. 5.12, it can be seen that the local Nusselt 
number between case 1 and case 2 varies only slightly. This 
is attributed to two effects: the slipping effect and the 
blowing velocity. Considering case 2. The absence of the 
slipping effect will lead to a thinner boundary layer and an 
increase in the local Nusselt number. But the higher Nusselt 
will increase the gasification rate (blowing velocity) which 
will increase the boundary layer thickness and decrease the 
Nusselt number. Thus the two effects tend to cancel each 
other.
Fig. 5.13 shows the local Nusselt numbers for case 3. 
In this case, the values for the second, third and fourth 
droplets are nearly the same, which means these three 
droplets have essentially the same behavior. Therefore, 
only three droplets are required for a realistic analysis of 
a linear droplet array when only evaporation is occurring. 
This is in agreement with the conclusions studied by Chiang 
and Kleinstreuer [5.9] . In comparison to case 1, the 
difference of local Nusselt number for the leading droplet 
between two cases, particularly over the front surface, is 
not surprising. For case 1, the high temperature generated 
by combustion reactions increases the gasification rate and 
the increased gasification, in turn, retards the approaching 
flow which causes less heat to be transferred to the droplet 
from the ambient gas. For trailing droplets, there is a 
great difference in the local Nusselt numbers between these 
two cases. For the combustion case, the trailing droplets 
are enveloped by a high temperature flame, which causes a 
dramatic changes in characteristics such as temperature 
gradient, velocity distribution and drag force on the 
droplet surface. These changes lead to the large qualitative 
and quantitative difference when compared with evaporation 
case. Thus, an evaporation model is not suitable to describe 
the combustion behavior in a linear array.
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An observation of Fig. 5.14 through Fig. 5.17, which 
show the normal velocity and tangential velocity on the 
droplet surface for case 1 and case 3, will result in the 
same conclusion that was drawn above.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 are the average Nusselt number 
and the drag force for case 1 and case 2, respectively. The 
results in these tables indicate that the Nusselt number is 
slightly underpredicted and drag force is slightly 
overpredicted for case 2 when compared to case 1. The 
reasons have been mentioned above.
Conclusions
A control volume numerical scheme has been applied to 
the pseudo-steady burning behavior of a linear array of 
droplets with internal liquid circulation. The following 
are the conclusions from this study:
1. The combustion behavior for the leading droplet is 
different from that for the trailing droplets.
2. The flame location, fuel and oxygen distribution are 
affected by the variation spacing and Reynolds number.
3. A smaller spacing or a larger Reynolds number will 
increase the droplet-droplet interaction.
4. At least four droplets are required to describe 
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Figure 5.14 Normal velocity distribution on the droplet
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Table 5.1 average Nuesselt number
droplet No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 5th
case 1 5.02 11.64 12 .14 12 .03 11.72
case 2 5.01 11.60 12 .10 12 . 01 11.67
Table 5.2 Drag force
droplet No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
case 1 2.135 0.979 1.475 1.329 1.075
case 2 2.142 0 . 989 1.477 1.330 1.076
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5. When internal circulation is neglected the Nusselt 
number is slightly underpredicted, whereas drag force 
is slightly overpredicted.
6. An evaporation model is not appropriate to explain the 
combustion behavior in a dense spray.
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CHAPTER 6
A DETAILED STUDY OF UNSTEADY STATE COMBUSTION 
BEHAVIOR IN  A LINEAR DROPLET ARRAY1
Introduction
In the past a few decades, many researchers have 
developed various models for droplet evaporation and 
combustion to understand better and improve the efficiency 
of processes involving sprays.
For spray combustion, a convective environment should 
be considered. A steady-state, isolated vaporizing droplet 
has been studied by Renksizbulut and Yuen [6.1]. Dwyer and 
Sanders [6.2] extended the scope to unsteady vaporization of 
an isolated droplet and examine the droplet dynamics over 
the droplet lifetime. Their results indicated that at 
Re=100, the transport processes are dominated by convection 
during early life of the droplet, but are dominated by 
conduction and diffusion processes in later life. An 
unsteady state study with variable properties has been 
carried out by Renksizbulut and Hayhood [6.3]. They showed 
that the heating effect in the liquid phase is important for 
overall droplet behavior. Haywood, et al. [6.4] solved a
1 To be submitted for publication
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similar problem, but included the shrinkage of the droplet. 
They found the nature of liquid phase heating remained 
constant during most of the droplet lifetime. Raju and 
Sirignano [6.5] showed that the drag force on a droplet is 
overpredicted by 20% when constant properties rather than 
variable gas phase properties are assumed. The unsteady 
behavior of burning droplets was also investigated by Raju 
et al. [6.6] and Dwyer et al. [6.7] . Their results showed
that droplet-droplet interactions become significant when 
the spacing is reduced to two droplet diameters. A 
unsteady-state study for three vaporizing droplets was 
carried out by Chiang and Kleistreuer [6.8]. Their results 
showed that the trailing droplets were strongly influenced 
by the leading droplet, and they predicted that the spacing 
between the leading droplet and the second droplet would 
decrease while the spacing between the second and third 
droplet would increase, owing to the temporal variation of 
the drag force. However, in their calculations they did not 
allow for change in spacing, i.e. they used a fixed grid.
Some studies have also considered the combustion 
situation. Combustion behavior includes momentum, heat, and 
mass transfer and the chemical reactions that make modeling 
calculations difficult. A particularly detailed steady-state 
analysis was carried out by Dwyer and Sanders [6.9]. The 
flame structures predicted in their work agreed well,
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qualitatively, with experiments. From the examination of 
the flame structure, they postulated that the D2-law is 
incorrect. A unsteady-state analysis was also considered by 
the same authors [6.10]. At higher Reynolds numbers, the 
temperature contours were similar to those in the steady- 
state case. They found that the mass transfer and flame 
location affect both the drag and heat transfer processes.
For practical systems the droplet-droplet interactions 
should be considered. The results from isolated droplet 
combustion are inadequate to provide even a rudimentary 
explanation the complex behavior of realistic combustion 
systems. Steady-state and unsteady-state combustion for 
three droplets were studied by Tsai and Sterling [6.11, 
6.12] . For steady-state combustion, they concluded that the 
results from the model of isolated droplets were not 
adequate to describe the typical droplet burning behavior in 
a spray. For unsteady-state combustion, they found that the 
burning rate was not reduced by droplet-droplet interaction 
and the burning behavior did not alter significantly as time 
progressed. Chia and Sterling [6.13] studied the quasi­
steady combustion behavior with internal liquid circulation 
in a linear array with up to five droplets. The results 
indicated that four droplets is the minimum number for 
understanding droplet interactions, and that models that
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consider only evaporation are unable to explain correctly 
the behavior of droplets undergoing combustion.
Problem Statement And Assumptions
Consider droplets at rest in a. linear array suddenly 
introduced into a hot environment, where hot gas flows 
parallel to the line of droplets. Once in contact with the 
hot gas, the droplets change dramatically. Momentum, energy 
and mass transfer processes occur adjacent to the droplet 
surface. As the flow develops, shear forces act on the 
droplet surfaces; pressure drag arises at the same time. 
Both of these forces reduce the velocity difference between 
the droplets and the gas. For an array of droplets, the drag 
forces also affect the droplet spacing, since the droplets 
are subjected to the different forces as a result of droplet 
interactions.
Once the fuel droplets ignite, the mass and heat 
transfer rates around the droplet surface and in the gas 
phase become large, chemical reactions occur in the gas 
phase, and heat is generated. As heat generation increases, 
the burning rate increase also.
During the combustion processes, the momentum transfer, 
heat transfer, mass transfer and chemical reactions are 
strongly coupled. They affect one another and both diffusion
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and convection are important for the momentum, heat and mass 
transfer in the gas phase. If the Reynolds number is large, 
however, convection will dominate the molecular transfer 
processes.
In this study, a linear array of droplets, 100 fxm 
octane, are introduced to a forced convective environment at 
1250°K, lOatm and Re=100.
In order to focus this study on droplet-droplet 
interactions for combustion with internal circulation, the 
following assumptions are made to simplify the problem:
1. A homogeneous temperature near the liquid boiling 
point prevails in the droplet interior.
2. The initial transient droplet heating is neglected.
3. Radiation heat transfer is negligible.
4. The droplet is spherical.
Transport Properties
The formulas for viscosity coefficients, binary 
diffusion coefficients, and the thermal conductivity of each 
constituent can be found in ref. [6.14]. The JANAF 
polynomials [6.15] are used to calculate the heat capacity 
and the heat of formation. The formulas recommended by Kee 
et al. [6.16] are used to evaluate the thermal conductivity 
and viscosity of the mixture.
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Grid System
Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b) are the physical unit mesh 
and computational unit mesh for an individual droplet. The 
mesh includes 53x41 grid points for the gas phase and 53x15 
grid points for the liquid phase. Based on this mesh, the 
droplet-by-droplet calculation for the entire droplet array 
is carried out as depicted in Fig. 6.2. For a clearer view, 
Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 show only by the gas phase; however, 
the liquid phase is calculated with the gas phase 
simultaneously in the individual droplet.
Fig. 6.3(a) and Fig. 6.3(b) show the physical plane and 
computational plane for the entire droplet array. The grid 
points within DE and C'B', D'E' and C"B" share same values 
on the domain interface and serve as the outlet boundary 
conditions for the upstream droplet and the inlet boundary 
conditions for the downstream droplet. These values are 
interpolated from values in both sides of the domain 
interface.
In this study, the generalized coordinates and a 
numerical scheme, SIMPLEM, are used. The details of 
transformation of coordinates and SIMPLEM can be found in 
ref. [6.17] and [6.18]. In this study, it is difficult to 
use SIMPLEM in a straight forward way, because the control 
volume at the gas-liquid interface covers both the gas and
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Figure 6.1(a) The physical unit mesh.
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Figure 6.1(b) The computational unit mesh.
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Figure 6.3(b) The computational plane for the 
entire droplet array.
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the liquid, see Fig. 6.4. Since physical properties for the 
gas and liquid are so different, it is impossible to 
evaluate specific values at the gas-liquid interface. To 
overcome this difficulty, one row of imaginary grid points 
has been created at the gas-liquid interface, which means 
two rows of grid points occupy the same physical position. 
One row serves for the gas phase, the other row serves for 
the liquid phase. The values on these two rows satisfy the 
gas-liquid interfacial boundary condition. With this 
arrangement, the new configuration for grid point and 
control volume at the gas-liquid interface is as shown in 
Fig. 6.5.
In this study, the center of the leading droplet was 
chosen as the frame of reference to assure that the leading 
droplet velocity remain zero with respect to the reference 
frame at all time. The velocity of the entire flow field 
needs to be continuously adjusted owing to the deceleration 
of the leading droplet by the drag forces. The trailing 
droplet velocities are corrected based on their relative 
velocity with respect to the leading droplet. The change 
of the spacing is determined by the relative drag force 
between the neighbor droplets at each time interval.
At each time step regridding is done as follows. 
First, the grid points out to the 23th row in the radial 








Figure 6.4 Finite difference grid and control volume 
face at the gas-liquid interface.
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Figure 6.5 Modified finite difference grid and
control volume face at the gas-liquid 
interface.
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the change in droplet spacing. These grid points are then 
moved in a radial direction to adjust for droplet shrinkage. 
These two steps maintain orthogonality around the droplets 
near their surfaces. Finally the remaining space is 
regridded to fit the new near-droplet grids appropriately.
The Change Of Droplet Radius And Droplet Spacing
The droplet radius is determined by the fuel vaporization 
rate
dt 2 PjJo n
where p1( pg and un are the density of liquid phase, density 
of gas on the droplet surface and normal velocity, 
respectively.
The total drag coefficient is given by
C-total = Cp + CF +CT
where the friction, pressure, and thrust drag coefficients 
are given by
Cp— — —— f " (•Cj.eSinQ-t̂ cosQ) sin0d0 Re„J o
C„=2 f*Pssin2ddQ 
J 0
CT=4 fn (u^cos0-2ueu sin0) sin0d0
J o
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The droplet acceleration is given by
n  _  3  / Poo V /
8 pj R totai
The change of the droplet velocities is
Au=aA t
As the velocities of the droplets are calculated, the 
spacing change between two neighbor droplets can be easily 
determined.
Solution Procedures
The solution procedure is as follows:
1. Make an initial guess for values (velocity, 
temperature, pressure, species concentration) over the 
entire computational domain.
2. Using the values at the interface between the first and 
second droplet as the boundary conditions, solve the 
governing equations to obtain updated values for the
points in the unit cell around droplet 1.
3. Store the new values for the first droplet.
4. Using the previous values for the interface between
droplet 1 and 2 as the inlet conditions and the current
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values at the interface between droplet 2 and 3 as the 
outlet conditions, solve the governing equations to 
obtain updated values for the points in the unit cell 
around droplet 2.
5. Store the new values for the second droplet.
6. Use the same procedures as in step 4 and step 5 for the
rest of droplets to complete one iteration for the
entire array.
7. Interpolate to get new values at the interface between 
each unit cell.
8. Repeat step 2 to step 7 as many times as necessary to 
get the converged values at this time step.
9. Regrid the mesh in the gas phase to account for the
change of spacing and then regrid the mesh in both the
phase and gas phase to account for the shrinkage of the
droplet.
10. Increase the time step and repeat step 2 to step 9.
Mathematical Formulation
Governing Equations 
In this study, the governing equation for momentum,
energy, and mass transfer in cylindrical coordinates are as
listed below :
The continuity equation :
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(yp) +-^ (ypu) (ypv) =° (1 )
The momentum equations :
For x-component
^  (ypu) ♦ £  (ypuu) ♦ £  (ypuv) =-y-|- I y % +1 < ^ >  ] (2 :
For y-component
f t (ypv) (ypuy) h-A (ypw) » - y | E - [ y ^ +i<^izL-Tw ) (3
The energy equation :




~§t (yp7i) +~̂ C (̂ PUyi} +^r (ypv^i) 
2 3y a fly
(9)
The equation of state
p=pR T ±  (i)
i-l  " i
(10)
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The following notation has been employed: p-density, u 
and v-velocity components, p-pressure, T-temperature, TR- 
reference temperature, r-the Newtonian stress tensor, p- 
viscosity, k-thermal conductivity, Di-binary diffusion 
coefficient, Cp-specific heat, h-enthalpy, h°fi-heat of 
formation for species i, rx-consumption rate of the oxidized 
species in the reaction, Yi-mass fraction of species i, oi±- 
stoichiometric coefficient of species i, Wi-molecular weight 
of species i, N-total number of species, and R-the universal 
gas constant.
A one step, irreversible chemical reaction is assumed:
where F, 0, and P are fuel, oxidizer and product, 
respectively.
We use the rate expression proposed by Westbrook, et al. 
[5.19], i.e.,
with A=4.6xl01:l, a=0.25, b=1.5, and Ea=30Kcal/mole
The definitions of local Nusselt and average Nusselt 
number with dimensionless variables are given by:
AH >- 0







Because the droplets are calculated one by one, the 
boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of the 
computational domain are different for each individual 
droplet. - The conditions at the interface between
computational domain of two droplets serve as the outlet 
conditions for the upstream droplet and the inlet conditions 
for the downstream droplet. They can be estimated from the 
conditions on both sides of the domain interface. The 
estimation scheme can be found in ref. [5.20].
1: inlet conditions -
a: for the first droplet:
u=u„, v=0, T=TW, Yp=0, Y0=Y0„, Y1=l-Y0„, Yp=0 
b: for the rest of the droplets:
u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain 
interface with upstream droplet.
2: on the outer envelope -
u =uid, v=0, T=T„, Yp=0, Y0=Y0„, Y^l-Y^, Yp=0 
3: on the droplet surface -
T=TS, rr9,G=rr9,L> v#>G=vSiL, (pvn)sL=ks(dT/dy) ,
(pvj s= (pvn) SYPS- (pDFS (dYp/dy) ) s,
(pvn)sYis=(pDis(aYi/ay) )s/ i=0,I,P 
4: along the axis of symmetry -
au/ay=o, v=o, aT/ay=o, aYp/ay=o, aY0/ay=o,
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ayI/ay=0, dYP/dy=0 
5: at the outlet -
a: for the first and the intermediate droplets: 
u,v,T take the values estimated for the domain 
interface with downstream droplet. 
b: for the last droplet:
u,v,T are obtained by extrapolation from the 
interior.
6: at the original point - 
du/dy=0, v=0
Where the subscript oo, s,8 and n indicate the conditions on 
ambient flow, surface, tangential component and normal 
component, respectively.
Results And Discussion
Even though we have indicated previously (see ref. 
[6.13]) that at least four droplets are needed to described 
fully the interactions of a linear droplet array undergoing 
combustion, we use only three droplets here owing to 
computational time constraints. Nevertheless, the general 
temporal behavior will be illustrated correctly even though 
it may shall be deficient in some details. The initial 
spacing between two neighboring droplets was taken as 12 
radii. The calculations were terminated at the
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dimensionless time (ut/Rc) of 186 (corresponding to a real 
time of 0.75ms) , at which time the spacing between the first 
droplet and the second droplet was reduced to 2.49 radii.
Fig. 6.6 shows the original grid mesh for the entire 
droplet array. The calculations are performed droplet-by- 
droplet as mentioned earlier.
Fig. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 show the temperature, fuel mass 
and oxygen mass contours at the dimensionless time of 3, 11 
and 64, respectively. Fig. 6.7 shows that ignition occurs at 
the rear of each individual droplet, and that fuel is 
accumulated between the droplet surface and the reaction 
zone. Oxygen is reduced in parallel with the increase of 
temperature.
It can be observed that the patterns for the three 
droplets are almost identical and that the ignition occurs 
simultaneously. A similar conclusion was drawn in the study 
of Tsai and Sterling [6.12].
At the time depicted in Fig. 6.8, more fuel has 
evaporated but, at the same time, the chemical reactions 
have become intense due to the abundance of fuel and oxygen. 
The flame and fuel are swept downstream, and the effects of 
droplet interactions can be observed.
In Fig. 6.9, the flame is shown to envelop the trailing 
droplets and, as expected, the behavior of the trailing 
droplets is altered by this high temperature flame.
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Figure 6.7(a) Temperature contours at the dimensionless time of 3.
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Figure 6.7(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 3.
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Figure 6.8(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 11.
Figure 6.8(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours at dimensionless time of 11. 146
1.1
Figure 6.9(a) Temperature contours at the dimensionless time of 64
T(Fu«l)-0.020.150.300.450.801.00
Figure 6.9(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 64
Y ( O x y g « n ) - 0 .22 0.19 0.14 0.00 0.046 0.00
Figure 6.9(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours at dimensionless time of 64.
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Fig. 6.10 shows the temperature, fuel mass and oxygen 
mass contours at t=85. The dimensionless velocity for the 
first, second and third droplet are 0.934, 0.980 and 0.977, 
and the dimensionless droplet size are 0.926, 0.863, and
0.857 respectively. The spacing between the first droplet 
and the second droplet and between the second droplet and 
the third droplet are 10.25 and 12.09 respectively. Notice 
that the contours are shrinking due to the forward 
displacement of the second droplet, while the contours 
between second and third droplet do not alter much in 
comparison to those in Fig. 6.9.
Fig. 6.11 illustrates the mesh structure for the entire 
droplets at t=l33. It can be observed that the second 
droplet is closer to the first droplet, while the third 
droplet is slightly separated from the second droplet. The 
spacing between the first droplet and second droplet is 7.32 
and that between the second droplet and the third droplet is 
12.38.
Fig. 6.12 illustrates the mesh structure for the entire 
droplet array at t=186. At this time, the second droplet 
closes further on the first droplet and the third droplet 
further separates from the second droplet. The spacing 
between the first droplet and second droplet is 2.49 and 
that between the second droplet and the third droplet is 
12.56.




Figure 6.10(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 85
Y ( O x y g « n ) » 0 . 22  0.1« 
0 . 1 4  0.00 
0 . 0 4 6  0.00
Figure 6.10(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours at dimensionless time of 85. 149
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Figure 6.12 The mesh structure at the dimensionless 
time of 186.
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Fig. 6.13 shows the temperature, fuel mass and oxygen 
contours at t=133. The dimensionless velocity for the first, 
second and third droplet are 0.904, 0.975, and 0.968, and 
the dimensionless droplet size are 0.891, 0.789, and 0.779, 
respectively. The variation in the contour patterns between 
this figure and Fig. 6.11 is attributed to the combination 
of effects of Reynolds number and droplet-droplet 
interaction.
Fig. 6.14 shows the temperature, fuel mass and oxygen 
contours at t=186. The dimensionless velocity for the first, 
second and third droplet are 0.866, 0.973, and 0.953, and 
the dimensionless droplet size are 0.843, 0.684, and 0.668 
respectively. The patterns in this figure are definitely 
different from those in the previous figures. At this time, 
the interaction between the first two droplets is so intense 
that all droplets in the array are affected. The dramatic 
change in the Nusselt number, drag force caused by this 
strong interaction will be shown later. This can not be 
observed in the study of Tsai and Sterling [6.15]. Due to 
the nature of their grid system, they terminated 
calculation at the dimensionless time of 265 when the 
spacing between the first and second droplet was reduced 
from 14 to 6 radii, in order to avoid the coalescence of 
grid. This study illustrates that the present grid system is 








Figure 6.13(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 133.
Y ( O x y g « f l ) » 0 . 2 20.100.140.080.0440.00






Figure 6.14(a) Temperature contours at the dimensionless time of 186.
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Figure 6.14(b) Fuel mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 186
Y(0xyg«n)»0.22
0.190.14o.oe0.0460.00
Figure 6.14(c) Oxygen mass fraction contours at the dimensionless time of 186.
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Fig. 6.15 illustrates the time variation of total drag. 
The transient total drag on the first droplet is much higher 
than that on the second droplet, so the second droplet tends 
to approach the first droplet. The initial total drag 
difference between the second droplet and the third droplet 
is not significant. The spacing between the second droplet 
and the third droplet can increase or decrease as the 
calculation proceeds. It should be noted that the total drag 
for the first droplet and for the second droplet decreases 
then increases sharply in the final time period.It may be 
caused by the flame shift within such a small spacing.
Fig. 6.16 shows the time variation of the Nusselt 
number. For the first droplet, the Nusselt number decreases 
due to the reduction of Reynolds number as time proceeds for 
most of the droplet lifetime. This behavior is similar to 
that described by the evaporation model [6.2, 6.3, 6.6,
6.8]. Once the droplet-droplet interaction becomes 
stronger, in the final time period, the Nusselt number is 
increased significantly. For the trailing droplets, the 
decrease in the Nusselt number in the early time period can 
be attributed to the reduction of Reynolds number, which is 
similar to the behavior in the evaporation model. Following 
this period the Nusselt number first increases and becomes 
much larger than that for the first droplet due to enveloped 
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5.15 Time variation of drag coefficient for 
three droplets.









5.16 Time variation of Nusselt number for 
three droplets.
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consumption for the second and the third droplets than that 
for the first droplet. The comparison of Nusselt number 
between the second and third droplet shows that the 
magnitude for the third droplet is larger than that for the 
second droplet. This difference is caused by the unburnt 
fuel from the upstream droplets being carried to the third 
droplet and burning there and hereby increasing the 
temperature. A similar behavior has been observed in ref. 
[6.13].
Fig. 6.17 and 6.18 illustrate the time variation of 
droplet size and velocity for three droplets. At a 
dimensionless time of 186, the fuel mass consumed for the 
first droplet, second droplet and third droplet are 15.7%, 
31.6%, 33.2% and the velocities are 0.8662, 0.9729, and
0.9534 respectively. The decrease of droplet velocity is 
caused by the existence of the drag force. It can be seen 
in these two figures that the droplet sizes and the droplet 
velocities for the second droplet and the third droplet tend 
differ only at later times when the droplet-droplet 
interactions get stronger.
Fig. 6.19 shows the time variation of droplet spacing. 
The spacing between the first droplet and the second droplet 
is decreased as time proceeds. The spacing is reduced to 
2.49 at the dimensionless time of 186. The spacing between 
the second droplet and the third droplet varies slightly
157
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Figure 6.19 Time variation of droplet spacing for 
three droplets.
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until the droplet-droplet interaction becomes stronger where 
the spacing is increased. This trend in droplet spacings 
for three droplets in the final time period was predicted by 
Chiang and Kleinslreuer [6.8] in their evaporation model. We 
have confirmed their prediction in this study.
Through the observation of the above figures, the 
overall behavior for whole system can be described. In the 
early droplet lifetime ( t=0-14 ), the combustion behavior 
is similar to that predicted for evaporating droplets (no 
combustion) [6.8] . Here, the ignition occurs at the rear of 
each individual droplet, see Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. This only 
slightly affects the droplet behavior in the early time 
period. The variation of droplet behavior is mainly 
attributed to the reduction of Reynolds number. It should 
be noted the contour patterns, the drag force and the 
Nusselt number for the trailing droplets are almost 
identical, see Fig. 6.7, 6.8, 6.15 and 6.16. This indicates 
that the interactions are small in this period.
In the middle period ( t=14-140 ), a strong combustion 
effect can be observed. Although the behavior for the 
leading droplet alters only slightly from the evaporation- 
only model, the behavior for the trailing droplets is 
drastically changed due to the enveloping flame, see Figs. 
6.9, 6.10, 6.13, 6.15 and 6.16. This droplet-to-droplet
variation was also found in ref. [6.12]. Two effects, the
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reduction of spacing between the first droplet and the 
second droplet and the decrease of Reynolds number, compete 
to contribute to the variation of the droplet-droplet 
interaction. The former increases but the latter decreases 
the droplet-droplet interaction. In this study, the 
increase of the droplet-droplet interaction, which can 
easily be observed through Figs. 6.9, 6.10, 6.13, 6.15 and 
6.16, indicates the effect of the change of spacing 
overrides that of the change of Reynolds number.
We emphasize that the combustion behavior during the 
final time period ( t=140-186 ) found in this study are not 
found in previous studies. During this period, the second 
droplet closes on the leading droplet and the third droplet 
separates from the second droplet. The flame location and 
the droplet-droplet interaction are influenced by this 
spacing change. This causes a significant alteration of the 
combustion behavior . It is also noted that the behavior of 
the first two droplets is significantly affected by this 
strong droplet-droplet interaction, and that the third 
droplet is affected also, see Figs. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16.
Conclusions
A control-volume numerical scheme has been applied to 
the unsteady state combustion behavior of a linear array of
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droplets with internal liquid circulation. Some important
conclusions are drawn as follows:
1. All of the droplets in the array are ignited 
simultaneously.
2. The droplet-droplet interaction between the first two 
droplets gets stronger as the spacing between them is 
reduced as the time proceeds.
3. The behavior of the leading droplet is similar to that 
predicted by the evaporation model, except in the final 
time period.
4. In the early time period, the behavior of all three 
droplets is similar to that predicted by the 
evaporation model, despite ignition occurring at the 
rear of each individual droplet.
5. Following the early time period, the behavior for the 
trailing droplets is significantly altered due to their 
envelopment by the high-temperature flame.
6. In the final time period, the droplet-droplet 
interaction between the first two droplets is 
significantly increased. The combustion behavior, such 
as the flame location, the fuel distribution, the 
oxygen distribution, Nusselt number and drag force for 
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
In this dissertation, a new computational approach has 
been developed to study the combustion behavior in a linear 
array. The new approach has been used to study three 
viscous flow cases. In order to indicate the differences 
and relationships between the three cases, we summarize them 
briefly below.
Grid Development
In the initial phase of this work, much effort was 
extended to determine how best to handle the domain 
interface. Momentum and heat transfer for a linear array of 
three spheres were calculated. Temperature contours were 
used to judge if the approach was correct.
At first, a 31x41 grid mesh generated by an algebra 
technique was used to solve the problem. The values on the 
domain interface were obtained by interpolation from two 
neighboring computational planes. The results showed a jump 
in the temperature contours to a higher values when contours 
reach the next cell domain. A 39x41 and a 53x41 grid mesh 
were generated to improve accuracy. Although the contours
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jump improved with an increase in the number of grid points, 
the problem was not yet resolved.
In a new approach, an imaginary method was then 
developed to calculate, rather than interpolate, the values 
on the domain interface; but this approach also failed.
Finally, a curvilinear grid mesh was generated by an 
algebra technique and the Possion equation was used to 
assure the orthogonality around the outer boundary in the 
unit cell. In this grid mesh, the interpolation for the 
domain interface from two neighboring computational planes 
coincides with that from two neighboring physical plane. 
This solved the problem at the domain interface, but a new 
problem occurred at four special points. At this point, we 
realized the grid used in the initial poriod avoids having 
to deal with the four special points and the method in the 
last phase solves the problem of how to handle the domain 
interface. So, we comined the grid developed in the first 
period with the the interpolation method developed in the 
last period to establish the final numerical procedures to 
obtain the results shown in the following sections.
Viscous Flow Heat Transfer Model
In order to confirm that this method can be used for a 
multisphere system, we began with its application to the
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simplest case, momentum and heat transfer in a linear array 
of solid spheres. The conditions we used are the same as 
that in Tsai's model [2.95] . The number of spheres, Reynolds 
number, and the sphere spacing were variables used in the 
calculations. Two numerical methods, the "regular" method 
and the "improved" method, were developed to simulate same 
problem. The results are in quantitative agreement with 
those of Tsai's model. The most important result in this 
model is that the computational time and storage are greatly 
reduced when compared to those in Tsai's model.
Steady State Combustion
In this case, the unit grid cell included 53x41 grid 
point for gas phase, which is the same as that used in the 
previous model and 53x15 grid points for liquid phase. The 
liquid phase was included to determine the effect of 
internal circulation on the linear droplet array. Variable 
fluid properties, a finite-rate chemical reaction, and up to 
five droplet were considered in the calculations. The 
results indicated that at least four droplets are required 
for understanding realistic combustion behavior in a dense 
spray. Two reference cases: 1) combustion without internal 
circulation and 2) evaporation with internal circulation 
were also carried out to investigate further different
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aspects of the combustion model. The results show that the 
Nusselt number is underpredicted and drag force is 
overpredicted when internal circulation is ignored (compared 
to the case when internal circulation is included) . The 
results for the case of evaporation with internal 
circulation show that the evaporation model can not be used 
to explain combustion behavior.
Unsteady State Combustion
This aspect of our work is a natural extension of the 
previous models . -' -The system has to be regridded at each 
time interval because of the variation of droplet size (due 
to the gasification) and droplet spacing (due to drag 
force). The results indicated that the time history can be 
classified into three periods. In the early period, the 
combustion behavior for three droplets is similar to that 
given by the evaporation model, despite burning that occurs 
at the rear of each individual droplet. In the middle time 
period, the combustion behavior for the leading droplet is 
still similar to that described by the evaporation model. 
For the trailing droplets, however, the combustion behavior 
is dramatically changed due to the enveloping high- 
temperature flame. In the final time period, the combustion 
behavior for all three droplet is significantly influenced
169
by strong droplet-droplet interactions caused by the 




Because isolated droplet behavior is inadequate to 
describe the typical droplet behavior in a dense spray and 
our grid mesh is good for the calculation of multidroplet 
system that is not easy or economical for others, the future 
research we propose focuses on the multidroplet calculation.
Extend to Five Droplet And Include Droplet Heating
For the steady-state combustion model, we concluded 
that at least four droplets have to be considered for 
understanding realistic droplet-droplet interactions. We 
believe that the same conclusion will also be drawn for the 
unsteady-state combustion model. In our unsteady-state 
model, only three droplets were considered, the reason being 
the constraint of computer priority for running programs in 
the TSO system. According to our experience, more 
iterations are needed to obtain converged values in each 
time interval before the dimensionless time of 30. This is 
due to the larger different results between two sequent time 
intervals during this ignition and flame developing period. 
Therefore, a three-droplet system was chosen in our model to
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assure that the programs keep running, even when the 
priority was class H. The priority must be raised if a five- 
droplet system is studies.
Transient heating of the liquid fuel can be included in 
the five droplet calculation, although we believe that 
transient heating affects the combustion behavior only at a 
very early times in such a combustion environment. In our 
opinion, extending the present unsteady-state model to a 
five-droplet system should be straight forward. Then the 
five-droplet can be modified to included transient droplet 
heating. The momentum transfer inside the droplet liquid 
has been carried out in our unsteady-state model. The 
additional work for an extension is to solve for heat 
transfer problem inside the droplet.
The Combustion of Multicomponent Droplet
There are two main reasons to study multicomponent 
combustion. The first is that typical hydrocarbon fuels 
consist of a wide variety of components that should be 
considered in the study of droplet evaporation or 
combustion. The second is that the burning rate can be 
reduced or increased by adding a another component to the 
fuel droplet.
Recent studies were carried out by Lasheras et al. 
[8.1], Randolph et al. [8.2], Lara-Urbaneja and Sirignano
[8.3] Lerner [8.4], Tony and Sirignano [8.5] and Megaridis 
and Sirignano [8.6] . Micro-explosion were observed in some 
of these studies. The most recent studies have been 
conducted by Renksizbulut and Bussmann [8.7], Kneer et al. 
[8.8] and Megaridis [8.9]. All of these studies consider 
only the isolated droplet in the evaporation model. 
Therefore, some additional studies on this subject should be 
undertaken to look at related phenomena in a combustion 
environment. This could be accomplished by extending our 
unsteady-state model to include additional species in the 
liquid phase and gas phase. The same solution procedures 
described in this dissertation can be used to solve this 
problem.
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